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Introduction

Slateford Farms value is in the scenic beauty of the view from the

farmhouses front porch in the farms proximity to the Delaware

River and the Delaware Water Gap and in the utilization of both the

farms land for agriculture and of the slate bed underneath It is

also in the knowledge that several generations of Pipher children

were born and raised there Slateford Farm represents stabifity and

continuity and its history is integral to that of its surrounding

region state and nation

Set on farmland on bluff on the west side of the Delaware River the

Slateford Farm farmhouse represents the changing and continuing historical

significance of the northeast corner of Northampton County Pennsylvania Fig
Used for variety of purposes from 1833 until the Army Corps of Engineers

purchased the land in 1966 the modest two-story house today looks much as it

did when it was built in 1833 by Peter Pipher its original owner Fig

1Kenneth Bennett and Sharon Brown Historic Structure
Report Addendum Administrative Historical and Architectural
Data Sections Slateford Farm Complex Delaware Water Gap
National Recreation Area Pennsylvania Denver CO National Park
Service Department of the Interior 1985 25 Ehenceforth
referred to as HSRAAHAI

2until recently there was porch on the front of the house
Because of the deterioration of this appendage added during the
Munsch familys ownership of the house the National Park Service
decided to remove the structure returning the exterior to how it

originally looked when it was first built in 1833 The condition
of the porch was described in Bennett and Brown HSRAAHA 41.-

42 The safety considerations imposed by the poor condition of
the porch overrode the earlier interpretive plan to maintain the

profile of the house as it looked when the Munschs were owners
The stucco covering of the original clapboard exterior has also
been removed leaving structure that looks to have been built
earlier than its actual construction In the Federal style of the
first decade of the nineteenth century the architecture of
Slateford homestead represents the time lag of style
dissemination from city to country
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Fig Outline Map of Northampton Co PA from LEG Beers Atlas of

NQrtharnpionCQpny Philadelphia Pomeroy and Co 1874



Fig Slateford Farm homestead built for Peter Pipher in 1833 The building

was restored to its nineteenth century appearance by the National Park Service in

1992



The farmhouse shares the property with two other early nineteenth century

structures cabin built 1800-1810 and springhouse built in 1827 Several

other outbuildings were added in the late nineteenth and early twentieth

centuries including an ice house and woodshed which are original to the

property and slate shanty and an outhouse were moved to the farm by the

National Park Service in the 1970s.3

Like so much land in eastern Pennsylvania the property now known as

Slateford Farm was part of the land claimed by the Penn Family in the late

seventeenth century.4 This particular tract was deeded to Nicholas Scull in 1753

Scull Scull was the Surveyor General of Pennsylvania some of whose well-known

maps were executed in conjunction with George Heap.5 year later portion

of the land was purchased from Scull by Amos Strottle who left the property to

his two daughters Ann and Frances and theft husbands Cadwalader and Benjamin
Morris.6 391 acres of land were purchased by Samuel and Christina Pipher in

1790 and remained in theft family until 1868

During the 78 years of Pipher ownership the family farmed theft land with

3National Register of Historic Places Inventory-- Nomination
Form United States Department of the Interior National Park
Service June 1985 included in Sharon Brown Historic
Resource Study Slateford Farm Delaware Water Gap National
Recreation Area Pennsylvania HSR Denver CO
National Park Service Department of the Interior 1985 295
ff

This property was named Slateford Farm by the National
Park Service in reference to its local historical significance
Previously it had occasionally been referred to as Laurel Hill

5The best known of these maps was Plan of the City and
Environs of Philadelphia first issued in 1752 as promotion
for the city Later during the Revolution an updated version of
the map was published by William Faden

6Brothers Benjamin and Cadwalader Morris were Philadelphia
merchants involved in the West Indies trade National Register
Nomination item

7Penelope Hartshorne Batchelor Historic Structures Report
Architectural Data Slateford Farm Delaware Water Gap National
Recreation Area Pennsylvania HSRAD Denver CO
Denver Service Center 1980 11



modest success planting wheat rye oats buckwheat and alfalfa The property

was moderately well-suited for farming situated on the south slope of Blue

Mountain with plentiful springs to irrigate the soil The sandy soil however is

poor in nutrients Hence as one historian wrote

the farms are not the large and prosperous ones that characterize

the limestone district to the south and in general the nearer to Blue

Mountain the thinner the population the poorer the homes the

smaller the land plots under cultivation and the more widely spaced
and less well maintained the roads.8

The oldest permanent structure on the property that survives is the cabin

where the family of 11 lived In 1812 Peter Pipher the youngest son inherited

the middle portion of the land described in Samuel Piphers will of 1812 as the

old place with all the buildings Samuel Piphers wife Christina continued to live

in the cabin but Peter probably lived in an older farm house until 1833 when he

had accumulated sufficient money to build the larger house to accommodate his

growing family the last of eight children being born in 1837

Christina Pipher died in 1838 at which time the cabin became the residence

of Peters oldest son Samuel Jr and his wife of three years Elizabeth

Featherman In 1841 Peter sold the 165 acre farm to Samuel and moved with his

wife Elizabeth and their youngest children out of the farmhouse to hitherto

unspecified quarters Perhaps they moved at this time to the nearby village of

Slateford where they lived for some time until Peters death in 1871 Fig
From 1841 to 1868 Samuel Jr lived in the farmhouse The cabin may have been

used as summer kitchen work house or as housing for farm help

At the age of 55 in 1868 Samuel Jr sold the land out of the family and

from this time forward Slateford Farm no longer served as the full-time residence

8Charles Behre Jr Slate in Pennsylvania Harrisburg
Pennsylvania The Telegraph Press 1933 130 as quoted in

Brown HRS 1-2

9HSRAD 11-13 The location of this older house is

unknown at this time The date of the construction of Piphers
new farmhouse is clearly gouged in the cornice of the flat

pedimented entrance frontispiece with the letters P18...33P

10HSRAD 13-14 Fig includes set-in map of
Slateford Peter Piphers house is marked on the map on the
northeast corner of Nixon and Main Streets
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for its owner The property was purchased by the New York and Delaware River

Slate Company group of men from Jersey City and New York City who paid

Pipher 25000 for the potential slate reserves on the property.11 Several slate

quarries could be found on the south side of Slateford Creek during the

nineteenth century hence the name of the local village Fig While it is

possible that the Piphers mined the slate no evidence has been found to

substantiate this possibility In fact the property appears not to have been

successful as slate quarry the New York and Delaware River Slate Company

having sold out at public sale to New York resident John Morison only five

years after they purchased the property.12 According to one source quarrying

continued on the property until 1879 or later.3

During Morisons ownership and after the farmland was tilled by tenant

farmers The subsequent owner was Edwin Reynolds who purchased the

property in 1913 and may have rented out the land.4 New Yorker Charles

Munsch bought Slateford from Reynolds in 1924 and used the property as

weekend and summer retreat In addition Munsch hired Louis Cyr in 1929 to

tenant farm the land.15 Members of the Cyr family continue to live on the

property now administrated by the National Park Service which took title from

the Army Corps of Engineers in 1978 Slateford Farm is currently incorporated

into the Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area 40 mile scenic area

11HSRAD pp 14 2056

12Ibid. 15 206 The property sold for 20000 in

part to settle debt of $4652 The site of the original quarry
can still be seen at Slateford Farm as can be second smaller

quarry now flooded over sediment fill National Register
Nomination item number page

13According to Sharon Brown of Furnishings
Alternatives Slateford Farm Delaware Water Gap National
Recreation Area Pennsylvania Furnishings Alt
Denver CO National Park Service Department of the Interior
1985 Morison paid taxes on the quarry from 1874 to 1879 after
which time quarrying probably ceased 14

14Little is known about this period of ownership Reynolds
bought 181 acres from Morison at private sale for $1.00 It is

thought that Reynolds was an absentee owner who purchased the

property on speculation or for rental income purposes It is

likely that Slateford Farm homestead stood vacant during the
1910s Furnishings Alt 145

15National Register Nomination item



Fig H.S Tanner Map of Northampton and Lehigh Counties PA Engraved

by Knight and Dankworth 1830 Several slate quarries are identified on the

map in the vicinity of the village later named Slateford In HSRAD Appendix

185



Fig Official Map and Guide Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area

Pennsylvania and New Jersey National Park Service Department of the Interior



stretching from Milford to south of Delaware Water Gap Pennsylvania along

both sides of the Delaware River Fig

Study of Furnishings Alternatives written in 1985 provides five

alternatives for furnishing the Slateford Farm farmhouse based on costs

interpretive themes and National Park Service policy.16 The following

furnishings alternatives were considered

Alternative Furnishing the farmhouse to represent Pipher Family occupancy
1865

Alternative II Furnishing the farmhouse to represent Munsch Family occupancy
1835

Alternative ifi Furnishings exhibit rooms with interpretive exhibits

Alternative 1V Removal of all furnishings from the farmhouse use of interpretive

exhibits

Alternative Furnishing the farmhouse to represent both Pipher and Munsch

Family occupancy

combination of these alternatives has been chosen by members of the

National Park Service staff in conjunction with the author allowing for broad

interpretation of the house during its 160 year history

The Pipher period of residency will be represented by three rooms the

southwest and northwest rooms on the first floor Rooms 102 and 103 in Fig
and the southeast room on the second floor Room 207 in Fig Because there

16Sharon Brown Study of Furnishings Alternatives
Slateford Farm Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area
Pennsylvania Furnishings Alt Denver CO National
Park Service Department of the Interior 1985 According to an
earlier document the farmhouse was to be furnished to the mid-
nineteenth century period and the Pipher family would be used to

interpret agricultural life and the changes that took place over
the generations Interpretive Prospectus Slateford Farm
Delaware Water Gap Harpers Ferry July 1982 as quoted in
Furnishings Alt 19 This proposal contradicts NPS-28
however which disallows reconstruction of historic structures
By analogy this policy considers refurnishing of interior spaces
by conjecture to be equally unacceptable p.18

10



Fig 1st Floor Plan Slateford Farmhouse Slateford Farm in Sharon Brown
55

11



Fig 2nd Floor Plan Slateford Farmhouse Slateford Farm in Sharon Brown
56

12



is no documentation pertaining to the furnishing of Slateford farmhouse during

the Pipher residency other than inventories which are unspecific in nature these

rooms will not be furnished as period rooms but rather will contain furnishings

of the type that might have been used by the Piphers and representing the variety

and style of household goods which might have been found in rural farmhouse

during the period 18331868.17

The furnishing of these three rooms will be discussed in Chapter One of this

report

The Munsch period of occupancy will be represented by four rooms the

southeast and northeast rooms and the kitchen on the first floor Rooms 106

105 and 104 in Fig and the southwest bed room on the second floor Room
203 in Fig The appearance of these rooms during the Munschs ownership
are recalled with vivid clarity by Charlotte Cyr Jewell the daughter of the

Munschs former caretaker Louis Cyr Her nearly photographic memory has

served as detailed pictorial guide for this study While none of these

furnishings survive with the exception of handful of objects owned by Charlotte

Jewell Mrs Jewell worked with the author to identify the type of furnishings

which she remembers in the house when she was little girl These four rooms

will be treated as period rooms and will be furnished as closely as possible to

the period 1935 when both Charles and Marie Munsch as well as theft daughter

17According to National Park Service policy guidelines NPS
28 Standards for Historic Furnishings chapter The
perpetuation or re-creation of historic furnished interior spaces
is to be governed by the standards of appropriateness and

integrity that apply to the treatment of historic structures
themselves Refurnishing is the preferred interior treatment

only when it can be accomplished with minimal conjecture my
emphasis and when it contributes significantly to visitor
understanding of primary park theme Brown in Furnishings
Alt p.21 writes None of the furniture now in the farmhouse
is related in any way to the Pipher Family There is not
sufficient evidence of the design and placement of the historic
furnishings to permit accurate refurnishing with minimal

conjecture Alternative III acknowledges the limitations of the
documentation for the Pipher period With this alternative
few representative items in each room could convey general
sense of how the room was used at any given point in time
Because the furnishings would not be an attempt at reconstruction
of historic furnishings no conjecture is involved The rooms
would thus be museum rooms rather than attempts to recreate
historic livedin look Ibid 29
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Alice visited the house during the summers The furnishing of these rooms will be

covered in Chapter Two

The Historic Resource Study and the Study of Furnishing Alternatives both

include extensive historical materials related to the successive ownership of the

property now known as Slateford Farm This report therefore will not go further

into its 200 year history Based on the above narrative it should be clear that the

Pipher and Munsch ownerships are the most significant to this furnishings plan in

that other owners appear not to have lived in the farmhouse It is these two

owners therefore that will be represented in this report The additional owners

will be discussed in narrative panels and photographic exhibits in the lower hail

and perhaps in room on the second floor where small rotating exhibits could be

installed
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Chapter One Pipher Rooms

The Farm-house Tasteful Dweffing

In every agricultural country the most numerous habitations that

meet the eye of the traveller are farm-houses In this country where

large proportion of the whole population is devoted to agriculture

this is especially the case For every twenty persons who live in villas

suburban cottages or town houses there are eighty persons who live

in farm-houses It requires no argument therefore to prove that the

comfort or convenience of farmers is of more weight and importance

numerically considered than that of any other class or that whoever

desires to see his country adorned with tasteful dwellings must not

overlook its most frequent and continual feature the farm-house.1

Considering this statement written in 1869 the Slateford Farm homestead

offers good opportunity to teach the public about the household furnishings of

large proportion of Americans in the mid-nineteenth century The furnishings of

the designated Pipher rooms will reflect the lifestyle of the Pipher family during

the years of theft residence in the farmhouse 1833-1868 While little

documentation exists concerning actual objects in the house certain

generalizations concerning the lives of farmers in northeastern Pennsylvania

during the mid-nineteenth century can be made These generalizations can lead

us to appropriate furnishings for the Pipher rooms not for the purpose of

creating period room setting but as indicative of the life style of this particular

family as well as of comparable farm families in northeastern Pennsylvania

As Sharon Brown suggested in her Furnishings Alternatives

The farmhouse is significantly related to the primary park theme of

cultural history and an American way of life as exemplified by the

Pipher Family Thus interpretative themes could revolve around the

farming lifestyle in Northampton County in the Delaware River

Catherine Beecher and Harriet Beecher Stowe American
Womans Home New York LB Ford Co 1869 reprinted at
Watkins Glen NY American Life Foundation 1975 135
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Valley Furnishing the farmhouse to the Pipher Family could be

considered to be essential to communicate that park theme to the

visitor The 68-year history of Pipher ownership of Slateford Farm
could not be interpreted unless furnishings in the farmhouse

conveyed farming lifestyle The feeling of people and the meaning
of theft lives on Slateford Farm will be presented to visitors through
the furnishings.2

Samuel Piphers Furnishings

When Samuel Pipher died in 1812 he split his property between three of

his children Mary Frederick and Peter and he gave his wife Christina the house

on the old place is called the new house during her life In addition she was to

have her bedstead bureau and chest all her clothes and utensils as well as all

money and cash left in the house As to the other furnishings in the house
such as tables chairs and the house clock mentioned in Piphers inventory they

may have remained in the cabin with Christina or may have been taken by the

children Appendix

The inventory of Samuel Piphers estate is typical for farmers in

Northampton County Rarely are the household goods designated to specific

room and farming implements are intermixed with furniture No more

description that one table or one bedstead and bedding can guide us in

determining style and period The quantity of furniture of Samuel and Christina

Pipher is relatively small not unexpected considering they lived in the cabin

bedstead or two clock two tables chest trunk bench two looking

glasses small number of chairs are all one would expect in the possession of

moderately wealthy farmer living in such tight quarters.4

2Furnishings Alt 23

3ssLast Will and Testament of Samuel Piffer Will Book
431 dated March 16 1812 2801 Register of Wills Northampton
County

4The total value of Piphers estate was 530.91 including
336.75 in cash in the house Germanic inventories of the late

eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries tended to reflect the
relative value of the household goods In these inventories
including that of Samuel Pipher wearing apparel cash real
estate and livestock were usually listed first

16



survey of other inventories from Northampton and Lehigh counties

during the first two decades of the nineteenth century yields some pertinent

information about household furnishings in the area Hemy Barnet of Easton for

example owned 1/2 dozen windsor chairs and rush bottom chairs walnut desk
one branch feet table paintd table and compleat bead with curtains and

bedstead Not high style by description these common furnishings would have

been typical for non-city dweffing of this period.5 John Wetzel Sr of Upper
Milford Township owned four green chairs and some Split Bottom chairs at his

death in 1809 as well as two walnut tables.6

Peter Pipher would probably have inherited some of this earlier furniture

so including small number of late eighteenth century pieces at Slateford

farmstead would be appropriate His heirlooms might have consisted of one or

more windsor chairs walnut table looking glass and the family tall case clock

All of these objects could appropriately be put in one of the first floor rooms at

Slateford designated to represent the Pipher period but all but the clock may
have been moved to the second floor by the mid-nineteenth century since older

furniture was frequently relegated upstairs.7

5Inventory and appraisement Henry Barnet 1801 it 2050
Register of Wills Northampton County It is difficult to find

photographs of rural eighteenth and early nineteenth century
furniture in published sources Most furniture histories focus on

high-style furniture Several examples from Margaret Schiffers
book on Chester County furniture have been included here since
that county while not as far removed from Philadelphia as

Slateford was nonetheless at considerable distance from the

city Furniture from that area is definitely unsophisticated
and sometimes eccentric Berwind Schiffer Furniture
and Its Makers of Chester County Pennsylvania Exton PA
Schiffer Publishing Ltd 1978

6lnventory John Wetzel Sr 1809 it 2646 2297 Register of

Wills Northampton County

7While little is known about the origins of the Pipher
family there is considerable evidence that the family was German
in background The Historic Resource Study includes several
items of documentation which point to this possibility

Pipher descendent claims that his ancestors were Holland
Dutch misnomer for those Germanic immigrants who called
themselves Deutsch or German and contemporary of Pipher
called himself Dutchman

17



Windsor Chair Fig

would recommend the use of one or more late eighteenth century windsor

chairs at Slateford preferably painted in green black or red the most common
colors in that period These chairs could be placed in any of the three Pipher

rooms as windsors were found in nearly every room of the house Windsor

chairmaking was vigorous industry in Philadelphia during the late eighteenth

century exporting chairs to large network of locations including the West Indies

as well as the eastern seaboard of the United States As one writer states The
Windsor was universal chair All classes used it in all areas of the home.. Its

great advantage over the rush-bottomed chair was that its seat did not require

frequent replacement.8

Pipher may be derivative of German name Names such as
Peifer Piper and Peiffer are found on Philadelphia immigration
lists from 17271775

Northampton County was heavily settled by people from Germany

The question of the Germanic heritage of the Pipher family
is an important one but by the mid-nineteenth century the

universality of furniture tended to overtake cultural
differences As farmers switched from subsistence economy to

market one more and more people purchased their household goods

ready made or bought the materials for making the items
themselves see 38 Samuel Piphers furnishings may have

reflected his Germanic heritage but there is no hard evidence to
substantiate this possibility Depending upon what is available
in the collection of the Delaware Water Gap National Recreation
Area DWGNRA or through other sources the question of using
Pennsylvania German objects can be addressed at later date

8Nancy Goyne Evans Unsophisticated Furniture Made and Used
in Philadelphia and Environs ca 1750-1800 in John Morse
ed Country Cabinetwork and Simple City Furniture
Charlottesville VA The University Press of Virginia 169
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Fig Portrait of John Thomas Avery Aged 11 Watercolor American 1839

53 Harold Peterson Americans at Home From the Colonists to the Late

Victorians New York Charles Scribners Sons 1971 The clock mirror

windsor chair and possibly even the table are all old4ashioned by the time this

portrait was painted As was probably true for the Piphers furnishings in the

house usually reflected series of styles and time periods
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Fig left Windsor side chair Francis Trumble Philadelphia 1775-1795

Probably tulip maple and hickory in Evans Unsophisticated Furniture

168 right Windsor comb back arm chair Custer working 1796 Vincent
Twp Chester County and 1798 Coventry Twp Chester County 18 in

Schiffer çjrCount
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Walnut Table Fig 10

small walnut table could be in either of the downstairs rooms During

the eighteenth century as well as the first few decades of the nineteenth century
most furniture was placed against the wall to be pulled out for use when needed

Most houses included three or more all-purpose tables some with leaves which

could be put up as necessary Walnut was the wood of choice in eastern

Pennsylvania for the finer furniture through most of the eighteenth century

switching to mahogany as early as 1765 in the major style centers but continuing

in popularity in outlying areas.9

Looking Glass Fig 11

Most looking glasses in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries

were imported from England Considering the value placed upon the two looking

glasses in Samuel Piphers inventory .75 these were old and probably worn
with the silvering largely lost second-hand looking glass may well have made it

to the second floor by Peter Piphers time as the lesser quality furnishings were

generally moved upstairs as they were replaced by finer pieces

House Clock Fig 12

Valued at 30 Samuel Piphers clock was the most precious of his

household possessions Likely an eight day tall clock this would have been

piece which would stay in the family for generations treated with care over the

years With works probably made in England the case could have been of walnut

or mahogany The house clock is not listed among the furnishings to be used by

Christina Pipher which suggests that one of the children had been designated to

receive it

9According to Nancy Evans Even in households where only
the basic needs for living were provided there often were one or
two pieces of furniture made from the finer woods particularly
walnut and cherry or at least less pieces with pretensions to

sophistication Unsophisticated Furniture 151-2
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Fig 10 left Chippendale walnut tilt top candle stand Jacob Beidle 1778-1864

working in East Whiteland Twp Chester Co 169 in Schiffer Chester

gunIyD right Two drawer walnut table American possibly Pennsylvania ca
1720-1780 The use of short and long drawer is typical of Pennsylvania and

the South 1249 in John Kirk American Furniture in the British Tradition

to 1830 New York Alfred Knopf 1982
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Fig 11 Looking glass probably England 1750-1780 Walnut veneer spruce Two

pages from what appears to be an Augusta Maine newspaper ot 1810 were found

applied to the back of the frame indicating that this looking glass was in Maine at

that time 168 in David Barquist

üaAheMBratQaryan1dOtherollecti2niXaleMniversi New
Haven Yale University Press 1992
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Fig 12 top left Tall clock Benjamin Witman Reading 1775-1800 851

in Luke Vincent Lockwood Colonial Furniture in America New York Castle

Books 1951 top right Walnut tall case clock Joel Baily Bradford 1732-1797
West Bradfor Twp Chester County 30 in Arthur James
Clocks and Their Makers West Chester Pa 1947 bottom left Walnut tall

case clock Issac Thomas 1721-1802 Willistown Twp Chester County Fig 100 in

Schiffer chjSoun bottom right Walnut tall case clock Mordecai

Thomas 1767-1837 Willistown Twp Chester County Fig 103 in Schifferflun

macirk abeut8
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Peter and Christina Piphers Furnishings

Peter Pipher was man of means In addition to the property inherited

from his father he owned 181 acres of land in the southern portion of Slateford

village which he purchased in 1833 for 9087 He also owned property along the

Delaware River acquired from George LaBar and sold to the Pennsylvania Slate

Company in 1836 Unfortunately little is known about his life on the farm

An inventory of 1830 of his brother Frederick gives us few clues about Peter

Piphers domestic condition because Frederick was far less successful and

wealthy man when he died suddenly at 41 Aside from his property his worldly

goods totaled only $192 His livestock were his most valuable asset and his

household goods were meager including two beds and bedsteads chest few

chairs table dresser etc Appendix

Compared to that of his brother Peters own inventory and will contained

considerably more furniture and other property at his death in 1871 His estate

was appraised at 25897 The list of household goods however is equally as

unspecific Fredericks Appendix Only general categories are noted i.e

chairs desks beds bureaus etc Furthermore Peter had long since moved away
from Slateford perhaps as early as 1841 and probably by 1860.11

In 1841 when Peter Pipher was 50 years old he sold 162 acres including his

house to his eldest son Samuel for 7500 Peter and his wife may have remained

on the farm in another house since he still had young children at that time Both

Peter and Samuel appear in an 1850 agricultural census and both appeared to be

farmers at the time claiming farm machinery livestock and farm crops but

Peters name did not appear in the 1860 census suggesting move to Slateford by
that time.2 While it is possible some of his original furnishings may have

remained in the farmhouse none of Peters possessions at the time of his death

can be specifically linked with Slateford Farm

Samuel Pipher remained on the farm until 1868 when he sold the property

to the New York and Delaware River Slate Company and moved near the village

of Slateford When he died in 1896 his estate was valued at 3194 until bag
of gold pieces worth $2330 was found in an old wagon shed thereby increasing

1Offi 39

11Ibid 4042

12Ibid 4041
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his estate by that amount13 Since Samuel had lived away from the farm for

nearly thirty years none of his furnishings can be directly linked to the homestead

at Slateford Farm

With so little material evidence then how are we to determine how Peter

and Christina may have furnished theft new house in 1833 Or how the house

would have looked in the years of the younger Samuel Piphers occupancy
Some clues may come from the house itself Considering the embellishments and

overall formality of the Slateford Farm main house Pipher and his wife may have

wanted to demonstrate theft wealth and status in the construction of theft new

home The mantelpieces the chair rails the window and door trim -- all were

executed by practiced and skilled craftsman Fig 13

Old-fashioned in style and construction the house reminds us of

Philadelphia houses built during the first decade of the nineteenth century and of

houses on the outskirts of Philadelphia built in the 1820s Thus as Penelope
Batchelor has written we have the interesting mix so often found in country

buildings of time honored construction methods with the influence of the latest

city fashion in decor.14

But what of the Piphers furnishings Would they too have reflected city

fashion common thread through household advice books of the nineteenth

century was the importance of furnishing farmhouses and cottages simply

Downing for example wrote

This is great charm about country house fitted up or furnished

simply appropriately and comfortably profusion of mirrors of

gilding or of chairs and sofas too magnificent except for show

strikes us disagreeably amid the freshness the silence and simplicity

of that nature which quietly looks us in the face at every window of

house in the country.5

13Ibid 4647

14HSRAD 110

5Alexander Jackson Downing Cottage Residences or Series
of Designs for Rural Cottages and Cottage Villas and Their
Gardens and Grounds Adapted to North America York John

Wiley and Son 1873 republished as Victorian Cottage Residences

New York Dover Publications Inc 1981 10
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By the same token commentators wrote that farmhouses should be

comfortable and that the woman of the farm had every right to want her house to

be attractive and hospitable For the man the entire farm was source of pride
for the wife the domestic apartments were her domain

If these are neat and clean and duly ornamented with furniture she

can look there with satisfaction She can show them to her friends

she can expatiate on theft merits To her well adjusted parlor and

bed-rooms are the same as the farm and its appendages are to her

husband source of pride and ambition.6

Primary documents suggest through omission that simpliéity in household

furnishing was definitely the norm in most farmhouses in Northampton county
search of inventories of Northampton and Lehigh Counties for 1800 to 1870

yielded little specific information for this study but the sparseness of most

1farmers inventories is noteworthy in itself

Even those inventories that carefully list all household goods rarely give

much description of an individual item beyond type of wood upholstery material

or color Occasionally however we are provided with more specific clues for

items which could be included in the Pipher rooms and these references have

been incorporated into the following recommendations for appropriate furnishings

for the first floor Pipher rooms with an explanation of theft relevance to

Slateford It is important to remember that rich or poor persons possession

are rarely of one period or of one style Particularly on rural farm one would

expect an assortment of furniture few matching pieces with the most stylish being

found in the first floor parlor

First floor Rooms

Since the Pipher rooms are not being furnished as period room settings

the furnishings selected for these two rooms are not strictly designated for any
one downstairs room such as the parlor or dining room.7 There is no evidence

16John Blake The Farmers Every Day Book AuburnNY
Derby Miller Co 1851 204

171n point of fact the interchangeability of these two
rooms was commonplace even in the nineteenth century As
Elizabath Donaghy Garrett has written SWell into the nineteenth
century American families remained flexible in their dining
arrangements for even after the introduction of the formal
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concerning the function of the various downstairs rooms at the time the Piphers
lived there and the current configuration of space dates to the period of the

Munschs In general the furniture and accessories discussed in this section are all

appropriate for use in both formal and informal first floor rooms in the period of

the Pipher occupancy

Painted floor cloth8

Painted floor cloths or oil cloths as they were sometime called were made
of canvas and painted with as many as four to six layers They were functional

and attractive floor covering particularly in entrance halls and in the dining room
under the dining table or in the parlor under he center table See Figs 20 21
floor cloths came in variety of patterns from geometric patterns of squares
diamonds or cubes to those in solid colors with an ornamented border to ones

with designs to simulate marble Popular since the eighteenth century floor

cloths continued in vogue through the nineteenth century Both Godeys Ladys

Book as well as The American Womans Home by Catherine Beecher and Harriet

Beecher Stowe included instructions for making your own floor cloth.9 Fig 14

When an industrious and experienced farmers wife was asked by young
friend about the merits of painted floor clothes over carpets she replied that they

were much more easily kept clean and are more durable We wash ours weekly
with milk and warm water which brightens the colors.2

dining room at the end of the eighteenth century the family
continued to eat informal meals such as breakfast or supper in
the intimate setting of back parlor or sitting room
The American Home Part The Dining Room The Magazine
Antiques 126 October 1984 912

18 Included in the inventory of the estate of Molly Landis
1848 Upper Saucon Twp 2184 Register of Wills Lehigh County

19Gail Caskey Winkler History of Floor Coverings in
America Carpeting Matting Floorcloths and Linoleum in
Charles Fisher III et al eds The Interiors Handbook for
Historic Building Washington D.C Historic Preservation
Education Foundation 1988 3-9

20J Thomas The Annual Register of Rural Affairs
republished as Rural Affaris Being Reprint on Larger Finer
and Heavier Paper of the very Valuable Articles in Every
Department of Rural Economy Which Appeared in Annual Numbers
fromo 1853-1881 inclusive Luther Tucker and Son
originally published in 1872 reissued as 1886 207
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Figs 14 English eighteenth century floor cloth patterns simulating marble Such

patterns continued to be popular through the middle of the next century 14
in Nina fletcher Little floor_CoveringsimNew EngkndBefore_185Q Sturbridge
MA Old Sturbridge Village 1967
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Rocking chair2

While rocking chairs are generally considered to be the seat of the old the

new mother or the baby people of all ages enjoyed the comfort of these chairs

Thought to have originated in America rocking chairs were widely found

throughout the country by the middle of the nineteenth century Both in its

upholstered as well as its unupholstered form the rocking chair was frequently

reserved for women for doing needlework nursing baby reading or teaching

young child Fig 15 Beginning in the 1820s new form of chair the Boston

rocker with its back gently curved to support the lower portion of the spine was

introduced Described by Wallace Nutting as the most popular chair ever made
the type which people use antiquarians despise and novices seek Boston rockers

were ubiquitous and are sure to have been found in great number in

Northampton County when the Piphers were setting up housekeeping2 Fig
16 rocker could have been found both upstairs in bedroom or downstairs in

the parlor

Work stand

Every Victorian lady had work stand where she stored her needlework

and beside which she worked at her stitching Found in both the parlor and

bedroom the work stand had been part of American home furnishings since the

eighteenth century While the design had changed its function had not By the

time Elizabeth Pipher furnished her new home her work table was probably of

mahogany with one two or three drawers divided into small compartments for

sewing implements Some of these tables have fabric bag or deep wooden

21lnventory of the estate of George Levan 1845 North
Whitehall Twp 1910 Register of Wills Northampton County At
his death in 1852 Frederick Loehr owned fancy rocking chair
The word fancy usually implies some sort of painted decoration

of the estate of Frederick Loehr Farmer Mt Bethel

Twp It 6057 Register of Wills Northampton County

22Wallace Nutting Furniture Treasury v.11 quoted in Ellen
and Bert Denker The Rocking Chair Book New York Mayflower
Books Inc Main Street Press Book 1979 53

23lnventory of the estate of Peter Good 1858 It 2916
Register of Wills Lehigh County
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Fig 15 August Kollner Country Life Penna 1840 Watercolor American

ca 1840 The rocking chair figures prominently in this picture of rural

Pennsylvania home Compared to the straightback chair against the wall the

rocking chair is somewhat sophisticated example 57 in Harold Peterson

Americans at Home From the Colonists to the Late Victorians New York
Charles Scribners Sons 1971
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pocket to store the work Fig 17 According to the antiquarian Edgar Miller

Jr Perhaps no other minor articles of antique furniture have survived in such

numbers as the small tables and of these the most important are the sewing

tables or work tables as they are often called in the books This is doubtless

because the sewing tables sustained almost no weight and were used only by

gentlewomen.Fig 18 three drawer work table rests in the pier between

the front window easily accessible to the two ladies engaged in conversation

Map of Northampton Count

Of all the possibilities of pictures on the wall maps were the most plentiful

particularly in rural areas Maps were sometimes framed other times simply

tacked on the wall In the case of Frederick Loehr in whose inventory this entry

was found his map was valued at only .75 suggesting that his was unframed

By 1850 large number of atlases featuring the counties of Pennsylvania had been

published Likewise individual maps were available such as the one in Fig

Map of Northampton and Lehigh Counties published in 1830

Bureau Bookcase

In the eighteenth century called secretary desk the bureau bookcase

featured between two and four drawers on the bottom and case with glass doors

on the top Examples such as that in Fig 19 could be found in almost any state of

the union reflecting the popular late Empire style that never entirely lost its

popularity throughout the nineteenth century The well-known broadside of

Joseph Meeks and Sons published in 1833 contains broad range of furniture in

this style any of which pieces could have been found at Slateford by the 1860s

Fig 20

24Miller American Antique Furniture 804

25
Inventory of Frederick Loehr 1852 Loehr also owned two

other maps

26lnventory of the estate of David Demott Upper Mount
Bethel Township It 6338 Register of Wills Northampton County
Demotts Beauro Book Case was valued at the relatively high
amount of 6.00 even more than his entire bed and bedding
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Fig 17 variety of nineteenth century work tables illustrated on 805 808 and

809 812 and 813 in Edgar Miller Jr
for Amateurs Originally published by The Lord Baltimore Press in 1937

reprinted New York Dover Publications Inc 1966
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Fig 18 Joseph Shoemaker Russell Mrs Smiths Parlor Broad Spruce
Streets Watercolor Philadelphia 1853 91 Peterson Americans at Home
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Fig 19 Mahogany veneered secretary probably made in Providence RI 1835-

1850 Compartments and shelves behind the glass doors are covered with

marbleized paper 113 in Morningstar American Furniture
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Fig 20 Broadside of Joseph Meeks Sons 1797-1868 printed by Endicott

Semen in New York City 1833 The massive style of American late classical

furniture can be seen in the wide range of furniture illustrated in this document

including pier tables center tables sideboards and bureaus 40 in

Joseph Butler

New York Odyssey Press 1965
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In addition to inventories we can also turn to agricultural literature

concerning the farmers lifestyle in the nineteenth century for information about

appropriate household furnishings According to Clarence Danhof who wrote of

this process there occurred gradual increase in the standard of living of farmers

between 1820 and 1870

To small extent rise in the standard of living was accomplished
within the subsistence framework as in shift to wheat bread from

rye and corn or to butter from lard and in an increase in the

consumption of meat particularly beef and of vegetables and fruits

The increased use of salt condiments molasses and sugar however

was supplied by the market More important were the efforts to

obtain wider variety of non-food items objects that the household

manufacturer could not supply economically if at all Over the half

century desirable level of living came to include an increasing

variety and volume of products that were obtainable more

economically and sometimes exclusively by money purchase Of great

significance was the displacement of homespun linens and woolens by

factory-woven cottons and woolens Factory-made shoes and hats

displaced those of local fabrication Log cabins and rough plank

homes were abandoned for buildings constructed of brick stone or

mill-sawn lumber requiring the purchase of millwork nails and

similar materials as well as the services of skilled craftsmen Iron

stoves and home made furniture was supplemented or displaced by
the work of urban cabinet makers Urban industries added rugs and

carpets curtains household linens musical instruments books

newspapers and magazines as well as clocks and watches Wooden
trenchers were displaced by variety of china earthen glass and

metal table and kitchenware as the candles and oil burning lamps

displaced homemade products The productive equipment of farming

came increasingly from specialized urban sources 27

somewhat romantic description of the furnishing of Pennsylvania farm

homes in the nineteenth century is given by Stevenson Whitcomb fletcher in his

book on Pennsylvania agriculture

27clarenceDanhof Change in Agriculture The Northern
United States 1820-1870 Cambridge MA Harvard University Press
1969 pp 1819
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Fig 16 Boston rocker American 1825-1875 40 in Denker çççjn

QitJ The commerical manufacture of Boston rockers is thought to have begun
in Boston during the early 1820s with widespread exportation throughout the

United States jbj 55
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The furniture of farm homes has undergone transformation since

1840 and not all for the best Until about 1860 it was the product of

local craftsmen and was made mostly of local wood white pine
black walnut red maple cherry Many farm homes of today have

treasured pieces of furniture that have been in the family for several

generations mahogany spinets curly-maple bedsteads mahogany

high-poster bedsteads carved sofas birds eye-maple cabinets ladder-

back chairs red maple low-boys cherry high-boys mahogany
secretaries with book-case tops slant-top desks nests of tables

corner cupboards grandfather clocks black walnut chests

The common furnishings of the farmstead parlor in 1857 are described in

an article in the Compleat Farmer

sofa of haircloth and six mahogany chairs in black seems to be

considered almost essential where more showy and expensive

furniture is not used and then there must be table with marble

top and side-table or two and rocking chair and these are too

often arranged with mathematical precision against the walls so as to

destroy all idea of comfort and ease Hair-cloth furniture well-made

is serviceable but is very somber.29

Ilaircioth sofa

The sofa currently in the southeast parlor at Slateford Farm is of the type

that would be appropriate for one of the two downstairs Pipher period rooms

Fig 21 Horsehair was durable albeit somewhat disagreeable fabric used

commonly on seating furniture both in the country and the city Black horsehair

was the most common although in the nineteenth century it was available in

range of colors

28Stevenson Whitcomb Fletcher Pennsylvania Aericulture and
CountrY Life 1840-1940 Harrisburg PA Pennsylvania Historical
and Museum Commission 1955 487

29The Compleat Farmer Compendium of Do-it-yourself Tried
and True Practices for the Farm Garden and Household
from 1842-1856 by A.B Allen and Orange Judd and until 1883 by
Judd alone reissued with an introduction by Charles Van
Ravensway New York Main Street Press/Universal Books 1975

61
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Fig 21 Southeast room first floor Slateford farmhouse as furnished in 1992

Authors photograph The horsehair-covered sofa against the wall is in the late

Empire style as is the mahogany center table in the foreground
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Center table

major change in domestic interiors took place in the mid-nineteenth

century Whereas in early days most furniture was stored against the wall and

moved into the room only when needed by the 1850s new informality was

expressed in the more relaxed arrangement of furniture which encouraged
conversation Chairs and tables could now be found towards the center of the

room with the marble-topped center table as the focus Many middle class

homes had both front and back parlor and it was around the center table in the

rear room that families aften ended theft day Fig 21 and Fig 22 The

introduction of the argand lamp facilitated the spread of light beyond single

person See Fig 31 and 32

Rag carpets

Found in homes of every description since the late eighteenth century rag

carpets were an economical and thrifty floor covering being made of household

rags which otherwise would be thrown away Many rag carpets were homemade
others were purchased all consisted of four inch strips of different colors woven

horizontally The beauty of these rugs was that they showed little dirt were

durable and were easily replaced Fig 23 In his reminiscences of his boyhood
Edward Jarvis who was born in 1803 wrote in 1880

remember that which was in my mothers parlor in my boyhood
It was called rag carpet made of old woolen cloth cut in very

narrow strips half an inch wide These were sewn together and

made in long strings and woven ifiling The warp was of threads of

flax or cotten sic or wool usually some of each and this filling was

of different colors- wool took better dye than cotten or flax These

carpets were very durable and looked quite well few are now

still in existence.. This was common kind of carpet for most

farmers and mechanic families They were of various colors some

striped and some in checks English carpets woven in factories came

later and were in families of the more wealthy and ambitious.3

30Little Floor Coverings 29-30
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Fig 22 Empire center table American ca 1845-1850 37 in William Scale

RecintheJistoricJiouseInteriQz Nashville American Association of State

and Local History 1979 Both square and round variations of this table were

ordinarily used in the center of the room in most middle-class homes in the mid
nineteenth century and served the whole family circle In the winter cover was

usually thrown over the table
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Fig 23 Deborah Goldsmith The Talcott Family Watercolor 1832 New York
State 28 in Nina Little DQrcQyrizus
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Household Ornaments

flowers in the home

By the middle of the nineteenth century Americans were widely interested

in gardening and all things floral The first publications concerned exclusively with

horticulture were published in 1837 and state fairs featuring home-grown as well

as artificial flower arrangements began to offer prizes in this area in 1841.31 The

urge to bring nature into the home resulted in the creation of number of

household decorations using both real and synthetic flowers Incorporating the

Victorian interest in needlework with the fascination with nature were floral

wreaths of wool on wire frame and flower pictures made of feathers Fig 24
Upon completion of this handiwork it was framed and hung on the parlor wall

for all to see An even simpler variation of this floral work was collection of

leaves or flower petals pressed and glued on cardboard put under glass and

bound with strips of marble paper.32

Natural flowers mosses and grasses could also be used to decorate the

home practice encouraged by such domestic commentators as Catherine

Beecher and Harriet Beecher Stowe

If you live in the country or can get into the country and have your

eyes opened and your wits about you your house need not be

condemned to an absolute bareness Not so long as the woods are

full of beautiful ferns and mosses while every swamp shakes and

nods with tremulous grasses need you feel yourself an utterly

disinherited child of nature and deprived of its artistic use.33

For example instructions for keeping flowers fresh for days inside the house were

included in the Compleat Farmer for 1859 vessel containing flowers could be

placed on plate containing small amount of water over which was placed

31A Scene of Adornment Decoration in the Victorian Home

Rochester NY the Margaret Woodbury Strong Museum 1975
38

32Thomas Rural Affairs originally published in 1872
reissued as 1886 105

Beecher and Stowe American Womans Home 94
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Fig 24 left Floral wreath of wool on wire frame ca 1850 40 in Scene of

Adornmentl right Floral wreath of feathers paper wire glue muslin ca 1850

Working with feathers Victorian ladies created variety of often delicate and

beautiful household ornaments 44 in Scene of Adornment
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glass bell The water would rise above the edge of the bell to make seal

creating miniterrarium.M Glass bells were also used to cover fragile hand
made crafts such as those made of shells beadwork and chenille Fig 25

Needlework pictures

Needlework pictures continued in popularity into the nineteenth century
but by mid-century they were no longer the mandatory accomplishment of young
school girls because the new public schools did not include needlework as part of

theft curriculum During this period piety gave way to sentimentality and silk on

linen was replaced by brightly colored wools on canvas or perforated cardboard

Fig 26

Lithographs

Lithography was printmaking process which brought art to broad

segment of the American public As an editor of Grahams American Monthly
wrote in 1832 The cheapness of lithographic prints brings them within the reach

of all classes of society.35 As .J Downing wrote

There are few persons living in cottages who can afford to indulge

taste for pictures in this case paintings But there are

nevertheless many in this country who can afford engravings or

plaster casts to decorate at least one room in the house Nothing

gives an air of greater refinement to cottage than good prints or

engravings hung upon its parlor walls In selecting these avoid the

trashy colored show-prints of the ordinary kind and choose

engravings or lithographs after pictures of celebrity by ancient or

modem masters 36

34The Comleat Farmer 68

35Lithography Grahams American Monthly Magazine August
1832 359 quoted in Peter Marzio American Lithographic
Technology Before the Civil War in John Morse ed Prints
in and of America to 1850 Charlottesville VA The University
Press of Virgina 1970 215

36Downing CountrV Houses 372
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Fig 25 top left Indoor flower arrangement consisting of pot of flowers under

an inverted glass bell With this arrangement the external air is excluded and the

air within the bell glass soon becomes saturated with moisture so that

evaporation from the flowers is prevented and they remain plump and firm until

chemical changes cause decay in cQrnpiiiajmer 1859 68
bottom left floral Bouquest shells and paper under glass dome ca 1850

54 in Scene of Adornment right Parlor ornament wool and chenille under

glass dome ca 1850 42 in Scene of Adornment
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Fig 26 Sampler silk thread on linen by Angenett Davis 1839 46 in Scene

of Adornmentl
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Over the next several decades thousands of lithographers in America

produced hundreds of thousands of prints on variety of subjects Probably the

best known and most prolific lithography firm was that of Currier and Ives who

issued nearly 7000 different designs during theft long career 1834-1888 During
the nineteenth century Cutter and Ives prints could be found adorning the walls

of barrooms barbershops firehouses and hotels as well as of the homes of rich

and poor alike.. sold for five to twenty-five cents apiece and never for more than

three dollars apiece this for the large portfolio.37 Like maps these prints could

be found in frames or tacked directly on the wall Fig 27 In general pictures

which were framed hung from ornamental nails on very long cords as can be seen

in Fig 28

Window curtains

Low cost simple window curtains could also be found in farmhouses

particularly in the parlor The simplest of these curtains consisted of fabric

tacked to the wooden window surround In other cases the fabric sized to the

window hung from small rings sewn along the top threaded onto cord and

nailed to either side of the woodwork and sometimes covered with wooden

valance to hide the cord Fig 29

Loudon recommended method of hanging curtains even for the

humblest description of Cottages

Where an apparatus of lines and pulleys would be too expensive

simple curtain opening in the centre may be formed by nailing two

pieces of dimity coloured calico or printed cotton to square

cornice either painted or covered with piece of paper bordering
these curtains may be looped back by piece of sash line or coloured cord

twisted round hooks fixed to the architrave and will thus form kind of

Gothic drapery across the window.38

Loudons prescription and that of countless others suggests the widespread

use of these easily-constructed window curtains by the middle of the nineteenth

century Downing too exclaimed the virtue of window curtains writing Next to

37Harry Peters Currier Ives Printmakers to the
American People Garden City NY Doubleday Doran Co Inc
1942

38Loudon Encyclopaedia 127
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Fig 27 Currier and Ives The Western Farmers Home The Thatched

Cottage Frozen Up and Maple Sugaring 53 in Peters Currier Ives
The firm of Currier and Ives issued number of prints that dealt with country

and pioneer home scenes in an attempt to show all phases of American life

111 wfl7xJffi Ye YThIRS EDSt 7ArI1ZT DDI1DI
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Fig 28 Domestic Tragedy Oil on canvas American 1850-1860 96 in

Peterson Americans at Home Note the pictures hung from ornamental nails

from high up on the wall

ah
-j
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Fig 29 Two examples of simple window curtains suitable for every cottage

however humble according to John Claudius Loudon in Thomas

Webster and Mrs Parkes London
1844 and reprinted in Winkler and Moss Victorian Interior Decoration 48
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carpets.. nothing furnishes room so much as curtains to the windows and this

not merely because they take away from the bareness of plain casings and subdue

the glare of light but because there are always pleasing and graceful lines in the

folds of hanging drapery even in the plainest materials.39

Lighting

In the early decades of the nineteenth century farm homes were commonly

lighted with candles or lamps which burned animal fats such as whale and lard

oil While coal oil distilled from coal first became available in 1854 with ten

distilleries in Pennsylvania in 1860 few farmers could afford this fuel After 1860

kerosene began to be used in the home and continued as the almost sole means

of lighting farm homes until after 1920

By 1830 the whale oil lamp was standard fixture in American homes

They were produced in great quantity and sold by glass manufacturers as well as

local pewterers and tinsmiths Fig 30 According to one writer Good sperm oil

burned in an Argand lamp that is lamp with circular wick like the astral

lamp and others is perhaps the best Fig 31 and Fig 32 but it is expensive and

attended with inconveniences.. Many families prefer to manufacture into candles

the waste grease that accumulates in the household.4

Candles continued to be in use through the nineteenth century supported

by candlestick of variety of styles degrees of ornamentation and

sophistication Even as the bright and relatively smokeless whale oil lamp was

fashionable people were reluctant to abandon candles altogether particularly

those that were used on three-piece girandole sets on the mantlepiece Fig 33
The idea of shade was introduced early in the nineteenth century made of tin

brass copper or silver fig 34

Instructions for cleaning lamps and making candles were among the

household advice offered by number of authors in the nineteenth century Care

of lamps was an unpleasant and tedious job one which needed to be attended to

daily Lighting devices would have likely been found upstairs and down with

39Downing Country Houses 373

40Fletcher Pennsylvania Agriculture 490

41Beecher and Stowe American Womans Home 362
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Fig 30 An assortment of whale oil lamps with pewter blowwmolded and press

glass bases 40 in Dr Larry Freeman New Light on Old Lamps Watkins

Glen NY Century House Inc 1968
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Fig 31 left Solar lamp of brass and marble with glass shade with label

Cornelius Co Philad Patent April 18 1843 The Philadelphia lamp

manufacturing firm of Cornelius Co began in the 183Os and continued to

produce brass and copper lamps for over quarter century right Whale-oil

argand lamp with deep amethyst glass base and frosted and cut shade marked

N.E Glass Co Boston ca 1830-1835 The double whale-oil burner is concealed

behind the shade Butler Fig 8788
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Fig 32 The Farmer Home in Sereno Edwards Todd Th4s ComflryHom and

Hg.wjgJaveMony Hartford Hartford Publishing Co 1870 103 The

argand lamp on the table provided the majority of the light for this farm family

during their evening routine
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Fig 33 Girandole ormolu decorated with eglomise insets white marble and cut

glass Att to Cornelius Co Philadelphia ca 1840 80 in Scene of

Adornment The rococo style of these candle holders became increasingly

popular beginning in the 1830s
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Fig 34 Bouillotte candelabrum of brass with painted tin shade the base

inscribed Baker Arnold Company Philadelphia 1804-4814 81 in

Butler Ainexjcaa Anti uesj
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candlesticks and glass whale oil lamp perhaps most appropriate for the bedroom

at Slateford Farm

The Bedroom

Writing in 1875 but applicable to the four decades preceding this date an

author describes the necessary items in bedroom

good-sized slat-bottomed bedstead furnished with straw bed

and mattress over it or feather bed if the weather is cold over

which soft quilt is spread then the clean sheets bolster pillows and

more bedding than is really needful to be warm enough as it is easy

to lay off an extra quilt but not always easy to ask for more wash

stand large pitcher of fresh soft water wash-bowl fine soap slop-

pail two or more clean towels two or three chairs matches pin
cushion and pins brush and comb looking-glass see Fig 11 and

few hooks for hanging up garments No bed-room should be without

Bible Window-curtains are essential muslin are prettiest made

with frill or valance gathered in at the top over the main part of

the curtain clothes-brush pair of snuffers and extinguishers

pitcher of drinking water and tumbler are often acceptable.42

number of these furnishings are described below and are recommended

for the second floor Pipher room the contents of which should be interpreted as

appropriate for bedroom Some of the furnishings described in the section on

the first floor rooms could also have been found in the bedroom

Bedstead and bedding

Rare was the inventory which did not mention at least one bedstead and

bedding More often than not the bed was one of the most valuable pieces of

furniture in the house along with the day clock By the mid-nineteenth century

wide variety of styles and materials of bedsteads and bedding were in use Old-

fashioned rope beds slat bottomed beds beds with metal springs straw

mattresses feather beds The typical components of the bed did not change

considerably in the century from 1750-1850 however between the four posts of

the bed were rope or sacking bottom or wooden slats upon which rested

42Thomas Rural Affairs originally published in 1875
reprinted as 1889 209
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straw-filled tick then feather bed perhaps mattress bolster next the bottom

sheet two pillows propped up against the bolster top sheet blankets two were

usually recommended and crowning counterpane.43 Fig 35

Of greatest concern to domestic commentators of the nineteenth century

was the necessity for cleanliness and healthfulness as regards to the bed

According to one writer for example

Cleanliness and ventilation are essential not only to the comfort but

to the life and health of the occupants Beds absorbing much of the

insensible perspiration need much airing and frequent change of

theft furniture straw bed is probably most healthful as the straw

can be often renewed Mattresses should be overspread with quilt

or comfortable not only to make the bed softer but because it can

be washed and preserves the mattress Sheets need very frequent

changing Feather beds need daily beating-up and much ventilation

Many of the most particular house-keepers from ignorance of the

insensible waste of the body leave theft beds in state of apparent

neatness but of real ifith and poison

In the early decades of the nineteenth century beds with curtains were

popular as they had been in the previous centuries But by the 1840s bed

hangings were largely out of fashion This change was precipitated by the same

concern for healthy sleeping environment described above There was concern

that bed curtains held in the stale air and enclosed vermin and dust would

recommend therefore an uncurtained bedstead for use at Slateford to represent

the Pipher era There are currently at Slateford farmhouse two beds which would

be appropriate to include in the Pipher exhibit the rope bed with trundle and the

larger maple bed in the front west bedroom In both cases the quilts covering

them are too modern and should be replaced with earlier coverlets Fig 36

Garrett At Home 109

Ibid 209 See also Beecher and Stowe The American
Womans Home 368-369
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Fig 35 William Chandler Waiter Chandler Aged 21 Months Watercolor
Elizabethtown NJ 1850 121 in Garrett At Home The roundness of the bed
can be accounted for by the abundance of bedding Some 60 to 90 pounds of

goose feathers might be used to stuff the mattress bolster and pillows to achieve
the desired plumpness
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Figs 36 Two turned rope beds currently in Slateford farmstead mid-l9th century

Authors photographs
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Wash stand45

Mentioned frequently in inventories in the mid-nineteenth century
washstands of this period were different from those used in the eighteenth

century While earlier washstands were usually made entirely of wood now most

washstands had marble tops due to the price of marble going down The use of

marble preserved the furniture protecting the top from water routinely splashed

from the washbowl Sometimes enclosed at the bottom other times not
washstands were either fitted with hole for the washbowl or were flat to receive

the ceramic bowl pitcher and other items for personal hygiene Sponge bathing

continued throughout the nineteenth century even after central plumbing and

bathtubs were introduced Fig 37

One of the washstands in Fig 35 is described as in the Cottage style

widely touted improvement for those wishing an expensive alternative for

mahogany or walnut furniture particularly for the bedroom Fig 38 Furniture

of this style was generally made of lesser grade woods and painted in light color

such as drab white grey lilac or blue and decorated with floral or other

designs Downing wrote of cottage furniture in Country Houses far preferring its

use in farmhouses over what he called cockney furniture fine mahogany chairs

and sofas made in the same patterns as for city dwellers This more expensive

furniture he found too fine and too town-bred for amiable association with

country lives and habits Cottage furniture he wrote allows one to furnish

cottage in the country at short notice without having it look as if it had been

stuffed with chairs and tables sent up from town house five times it size.47

45lnventory of the estate of Jacob Christ 1844 1826
Emaus Register of Will Lehigh County

Wrote J.C Loudon in 1833 The price of marble being now

greatly reduced in consequence of the application of steam

machinery to its sawing and polishing the tops of wash-hand
stands and other articles of bed-room furniture are very
frequently made of it Loudon Encyclopaedia 190

47Downing Country Houses 372-373
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Fig 37 top left An Elizabethan style spool turned washstand with splashboard

and one drawer 284 in Alexander Jackson Downing The Architecture of

Cuntaliouses 1850 republished in Furniture for the Victorian Home Watkins
Glen NY American Life Foundation 1968 81 top right commode or

wash stand in the Cottage style 195 in Ibid 47 bottom left Mahogany
and marble commode with accompanying bowl pitcher and cup 110 in Connie

Morningstar American Furniture Classics Des Moines Iowa Wallac
Homestead Book Co 1976 bottom right Midnineteenth century washstand

typical of an earlier period before marble was incorporated into the design

110
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Fig 38 Moyer City Bedroom Watercolor probably Brooklyn New York
1850-1867 The washstand is equipped with its necessary accessories By the date

of this painting people were advised to wash the whole body with soap and water

at least once every twenty-four hours 137 in Elisabeth Donaghy Garrett Atkrn New York Harry Abrams Inc
Publishers 1989
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Bureau or dresser

necessary item for most bedrooms bureaus of the mid-nineteenth

century tended to be ponderous in either the late Empire Rococo or

Renaissance styles Fig 39 It was not unusual to see more than one bureau

listed in the inventory of bedroom but for this installation single bureau

would be sufficient Few 19th century houses had adequate closet space so

clothes storage was limited to bureaus wardrobes and hooks Many bureaus of

this period had attached mirrors Those that didnt frequently had mirrors hung

over them or had small dressing mirrors upon them free standing mirrors

mounted on case with one or two drawers

Window blinds

Between 1820 and 1840 roller window blinds became the most common
window covering in farmhouses in the Mid-Atlantic states By 1850

Downing universally recommended window blinds which were very useful in

many situations to soften the light in apartments when the windows are much

exposed to the sun He preferred blinds of plain brown or drab linen feeling

that painted blinds only hide nine times in ten more interesting view of the

real landscape without.49 The widespread usage of roller blinds was due to

number of factors they were inexpensive could be made at home blocked direct

sunlight offered privacy and gave some protection from insects.5 Made of

variety of fabrics lawn Holland calico painted print green canvas gauze and

calinianco window blinds were most commonly made of linen Fig 40

Instructions for making roller blinds were included in The Workingwomans

Guide published in 1838

If possible procure the material of the exact breadth of the window

allowing for good turning in to herring-bone down as the blinds

wear and set far better without seams and with the side herring

Joan Jensen Loosening the Bonds Mid-Atlantic Farm
Women 1750-1850 New Haven and London Yale University Press
1986 136137

49Downing Country Houses 11

5Gail Caskey Winkler and Roger Moss Victorian Interior
Decoration American Interiors 1830-1930 New York Henry Holt
and Company Inc 1986 45
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Fig 39 top Two late Empire style bureaus 159 DEWAM0005 160 DWA
00005 in southeast upstairs bedroom at Slateford Authors photograph

bottom Joseph Shoemaker Russell Mr JS Russells Room at Mrs

Smiths Broad and Spruce Street Watercolor Philadelphia 1853 121 in

Garrett At Home From 1750 until 1870 bureaus were always covered with

cloth and trunks are often mentioned in inventories of bedrooms Note the

candlesticks on the mantel
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Fig 40 homemade window roller blind illustrated in The Unexpected Visitors

story that appeared in the January 1859 issue of Lads Book 99 in

Winkler and Moss Victorian Interior Decoration 99 pulley system operates

the shade
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boned They should have tape loops or case for the rod to slip in

and not be nailed on as the blind is apt to wear and tear when taken

off for washing Sometimes small ring is fastened to the blind on

each side through which cord runs and is nailed tightly top and

bottom of the window this contrivance always makes the blind draw

up straightly hem is made at the bottom to admit of the stick

and cord and tassel fastened to the middle by which it may be

drawn down cord moving round pulley at the top and window

crank at the bottom enable it to be drawn up and down at

pleasure.5

Harriet Beecher Stowe and Catherine Beecher also recommended blinds

which they referred to as shades claiming that ones of linen or cotton on

rollers or pulleys are always useful to shut out the sun from curtains and carpets

They also claimed that paper curtains pasted on old cotton are good for

chambers Put them on rollers having cords nailed to them so that when the

curtain falls the cord will be wound up Then by puffing the cord the curtain will

be rolled up.52

In conclusion in this chapter have described general policy for

determining the appropriateness of household objects for the Pipher rooms and

have recommended number of specific articles of furniture and accessories

which would enhance this exhibit In general those items which are simple with

little ornamentation not too stylish comfortable and well-made are most

desirable

These recommended furnishings include

Windsor chairs p.18 Walnut table 21

Looking glass 21 Eight day clock 21
Painted floor cloth 29 Rocking chair 31
Work stand 31 Maps 34
Bureau bookcase 34 Haircloth sofa 40
Center table 42 Rag carpets 42

51A Lady The Workwomans Guide London 1838 206
quoted in Winkler and Moss Victorian Interior Decoration 45

52neecher and Stowe The American Womans Home 368
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Household ornaments

Floral pictures 45
Needlework 47

Bedstead and Bedding 61
Bureau 67

Lithographs 47
Window curtains 50
Lighting 54
Wash stand 64
Window blinds 67

Using this policy as guideline other items of furniture and accessories

than are mentioned in this chapter will undoubtedly be appropriate for Slateford

farmhouse

In the following chapter will discuss the rooms designated to be furnished

to the Munsch era of ownership when Slateford Farm was country retreat rather

than full-time residence
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Chapter Two Munsch Rooms
Bit of Ground for the City Dweller

site for summer residence only is most desirable on the

summit of hill in order to secure the luxury of the fanning breezes

from every point.. Elevated sites on the margins of navigable

streams are particularly beautiful and desirable infinitely more so
than those bounded by water horizon as in an ocean scene.1

In 1924 when Charles Munsch 1878-1937 purchased property from

Edwin and Icie Reynolds in Northampton County Pennsylvania the house and

property were apparently little changed from their appearance in 1873 Munsch
on the other hand made many changes to the house and on the property

including building an ice house and tennis courts constructing concrete slab

over the old barn foundations 41 adding porch to the front of the house

and stuccoing the exterior remodeling the kitchen and altering the cabin.2

42

The Munsches were the third New York City owners of Slateford Farm
following John Morison and his family 1874-1913 and Edwin Reynolds

1913-1924 Both were probably absentee owners who may have used tenants to

farm the land and/or rented the house for income The farm homestead may
have stood empty for good part of this time

It was Munschs intention to use the property as country retreat

pharmacist who owned two stores in New York City Munsch and his wife Marie

and their two children Francis Frank and Alice traveled by train from the city

on occasional weekends and Mr Munsch was known to have brought business

1Todd Country Homes 36 37

2Brown jf 51-2 The majority of the information on
the Munsch family in this chapter caine from Sharon Browns
Historic Resource Study pp 51-53 Penelope Batcheler stated
that Munsch may have rented the property from Reynolds prior to
his acquisition of the land applying his rent to the eventual
purchase This interpretation stems from an entry in Munschs
account book which includes work on the Reynolds farm
during the early 1920s EBatcheler HSRAD pp 15-16.
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Fig 42 Slateford Farm early 1950s Charlotte Cyr Jewel Collection reprinted

from Brown HRS 279
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associates with him for the weekend throughout the year.3 Furthermore Mrs
Munsch and the children moved to theft house in the country for two to three

months every summer at which time Charles would commute from the city.4

Unlike most other visitors and absentee landowners in the area Charles

Munsch took an active interest in the Delaware Water Gap community man
of strong Catholic faith Munsch bought land in 1925 nearby in Portland PA with

the intention of donating it as the site for new church Founded in 1921 the

mission church of St Vincent de Paul was formerly located in movie house
then in homes of various residents He addition to the site of the new church

Munsch donated piece of property as cemetery for the combined parishes of

Our Lady of Good Counsel and St Vincent and donated the bell and pump

organ Alice Munsch later donated one of the stained glass windows According

to Sharon Brown Munsch also opened coffin factory in Portland.5

In 1929 Munsch met and hired as caretaker Louis Cyr French-

Canadian from Quebec who with his wife Lottie tenant farmed the land and

took care of the property until it was purchased by the Army Corp of

Engineers in 1966.6 431 In 1936 Charles and Marie Munsch sold theft farm

3According to Charles Munschs obituary York Times May
18 1937 Munsch was partner in the firm of Munsch Co
owners and operators of the drug store in the Carlyle Hotel 76th
and Madison New York City The Munsches lived in Riverside NY
on Decatur Ave near Van Cortlandt Park Interview
Oct The Munsches took the train from Manhattan to either
the Delaware Water Gap or Portland Stations where they were met

by Louis Cyr who drove them to Slateford Farm
with Charlotte Cyr Jewell October-November 1992

4lnterview with Charlotte Cyr Jewell Portland
Pennsylvania October 1992

5Jeanne Knorr The History of Our Lady of Good Counsel
Parish 1915-1990 Dallas TX Taylor Publishing Co 1991
1516 Brown jffi 52

6By special arrangement with the National Park Service
Louis Cyr and his family remained on the property following its

purchase by the government during which time Louis Cyr
worked for the Delaware Water Gap National Recreation Area until
his death in 1971 Since then his daughter Charlotte Cyr Jewell

and her family have farmed the property under special permit
Furnishings Alt 15-16 Charles Munsch seems to

have developed strong and immediate affinity with Cyr Both
were French-speaking Munsch having come from Alsace-Lorraine
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property to theft daughter Alice for $1800 Only year later Charles Munsch

died From that time members of the family continued to visit the farm and

Alice and her mother regularly spent the month of August through Labor Day in

the country Frank would occasionally bring friends with him to the farm or

would come alone when he was on vacation from his job at Hoffman LaRoche
for whom he was pharmacy salesman.7

The furnishing plan for Slateford Farm homestead calls for four rooms to

be furnished to their appearance during the Munsch family occupancy ca 1930

1935 Sufficient information concerning the placement and appearance of the

furniture is available through the recollections of Charlotte Cyr Jewell who has

spent her entire life at Slateford and who as child became intimately familiar

with the Munsch family and theft summer residence With her assistance it has

been possible to visually recreate these rooms with little conjecture.8

The house was furnished with Victorian furniture either brought by the

Munsches from the city or perhaps purchased specifically for the farmhouse As

was typical of many with an auxiliary residence the furnishings of theft country

house may have consisted of out-of-style belongings which were relegated to the

country and were replaced in the city with more contemporary pieces

Unfortunately all the furniture from Slateford farmhouse was sold in 1966 to

local antiques dealer who has since died so none of the actual furniture is

available.9

Interview Oct Before coming to Slateford Cyr had
worked at various jobs from Quebec to Maine to Hartford He was
working in cement business in New York City when he met Munsch

HRS 52
7Jewell Correspondence Oct.-Nov 1992 Frank Munsch took

over his fathers New York city drug store business after his
father died but he soon sold it fl 52

8The concept of using individual recollections to construct
furnishing plan is described in George McDaniel Heart and

Home Preserving Peoples Culture Philadelphia Temple
University Press 1982 218222

9Brown Furnishings Alternatives 26
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Fig 43 Louis Cyr on Slateford farmhouse porch early 1930s Charlotte Cyr

Jewel Collection reprinted from Brown HRS 261
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PART The Delaware Water Gap Resort Area

Two stately mounts apart complete
Stand guard oer stream that traces

Deep graceful lines around their feet

Like burnished silver laces

The Munschs presence at Slateford is representative of that of the Pocono

region in general and the Delaware Water Gap region in specific They joined

thousands of people who flocked to the area from New York Philadelphia and

other cities and towns on the eastern seaboard seeking cool clean aft spectacular

vistas and recreational activities

As one historian has written

The Delaware Water Gap flowered as resort community during

that time in American history which saw entfte families moving for

the whole vacation season to theft favorite retreats The pattern of

the day left the father alone in the sweltering city during the week

while his family enjoyed the cool breezes of seaside or mountain

hideaway Trains provided the patriarch with the means to join his

loved ones for the weekend and trains brought the men back to the

city Monday morning to resume theft work The Water Gap proved

very popular with these seasonal vacationers It was close enough to

both New York and Philadelphia to allow the family to be reunited

for the weekend without undue and tiring travel.1

As early as the beginning of the nineteenth century visitors began to travel

to the Delaware Water Gap and hotels and inns were built to house the travelers

In 1829 the first of the large hotels Kittatinny Hotel was built by Antoine Dutôt

who had arrived in the area in 1793 and bought large tract of land in what is

now known as Delaware Water Gap Originally designed to house 25 people the

10Unknown author published in Pennsylvania Railroad Summer
Excursion Routes Philadelphia PA Railroad 1891 78

11Williver Martin Wilson History of the Delaware Water

Gap and Its Resorts Unpublished Thesis Stroudsburg
University 1984 111
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Kittatinny later grew to capacity of 500.12 Until the Civil War when travel

temporarily slacked off travellers to the area came in increasing numbers with

consequent demand for more and more accommodations After the war the

popularity of the resort picked up once more such that the population of the area

would increase in the summer by five or six times that of the winter.3 The

majority of these visitors came by train on both the Delaware Lackawanna and

Western and the New York Susquehanna and Western Railroads.14 44

The resorts and the transportation industry were of mutual benefit In

order to increase ridership and to call attention to hotels in the area the

Pennsylvania Railroad for example published annual travel guides describing the

scenery and the of resorts which could be reached either directly or by changing
at intermediate stations These books listed train schedules to and from New
York Philadelphia Harrisburg and number of smaller communities and other

locations For example to reach Delaware Water Gap from Philadelphia one

12Kittatiny House has been described as one of the most
important factors in the development of the resort business in
this area McFadden History of the Resort
Industry at Delaware Water Gap Report prepared for the DWGNRA
1970 16 Like so many other famous American hotels of the
nineteenth century the Kittatinny was destroyed by fire in 1931

13Delaware Water Gap was only one of hundreds of American
resorts which reflected the American penchant for movement and
variety As Richard Guy Wilson has written To meet the need
of the traveling and vacationing man woman and family vast
complex of intercity hotels resorts and pleasure complexes grew
up from the Isle of Shoals off the New Hampshire Coast to the
other edge of the continent at Coronado California

Century American Resorts and Hotels Victorian
Resorts and Hotels Richard Guy Wilson ed Philadelphia
Victorian Society in America 1982 11 During the summer
Americans burst forth from their houses creating an entire sub
culture of rituals architecture clothing and furniture
According to George Talbot Nature woodsand water offered cool
comfort to society that put premium on social rituals as
multi-layered as its decorous clothing.. At the same time that
the importance of money and power seemed to be increasing in

America the summer lifestyle countered with easy domesticity and
the illusion of roughing it Home Domestic Life in the
Post-Centennial Era 1876-1920 An Exhibition Spring 1976 Fall
1977 Milwaukee The State Historical Society of Wisconsin
1976 19

14McFadden History of the Resort Industry 108-110
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took the Pennsylvania Railroad to Manunka Chunk Jim Thorpe and

changed to the Delaware Lackawannna Western R.R trip which cost the

traveller 4.40 round-trip in 1884.15

The attractions which brought visitors to the area included the scenery
trout streams lakes and water falls and scenic drives with the road along the

Delaware between Milford and Port Jervis being described as one of the scenic

marvels of the world.6 By the beginning of the twentieth century the railroads

and hotels placed advertisements regularly in newspapers in all the large

northeastern cities and 30000 guests per year rode the railroad to the region

The peak period for the Delaware Water Gap resort area was during the

1920s when the famous and the not-so-famous flocked to the Gap in droves

local paper The Morning Press routinely reported on the inundation of visitors

to the community during the summer On Memorial Day 1921 for example The

15 The Delaware Water Gap region is described in
enthusiastic terms in the 1884 Pennsylvania Railroad summer
travel guide

From its source in the southern part of New York

State the Delaware river flows in southeasterly
direction until it comes at Port Jervis to the
there-unsurmountable obstacle of the Kittatinny
mountain Turning at right angles it now flows south
west as if it would penetrate the heart of

Pennsylvania But the desire for old Father Ocean

proves too strong for the recreant stream and just
after passing latitude 41 it turns again suddenly to
the south-east and with mighty effort cuts its way
through the mountains which tower up sixteen hundred
feet on each side of the rushing stream forming the
noted and beautiful freak of nature known as the
Delaware Water Gap The gap or gorge is about two
miles long and the walls are so narrow at the south
eastern entrance as to leave barely enough space to
accommodate the railroad The bluffs on either side

are bold and precipitous and all the surroundings
grandly picturesque The celebrated gorges of the

Rockies are not more wild nor their scenic attractions
stronger

Railroad Summer Excursion Routes Philadelphia
PA Railroad 1884 53

16New York Times June 1880 quoted in McFadden
History of the Resort Industry 20

17Ibid 33 36
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crowd at the Delaware Lackawanna and Western Railroad was literally packed
with travellers and the trains to New York were filled to capacity Extra sections

were put on the trains going to both Philadelphia and New York.8 During the

three day Fourth of July holiday in 1926 4500000 people were said to have left

New York City for the holiday the largest number ever to leave the city at one

time large number of these were heading towards the Poconos and the

Delaware Water Gap.9

The advent of the automobile both improved the accessibility of the

Delaware River resorts and contributed to theft eventual demise With the drop
in the price of cars the railroad was no longer the principle avenue of

transportation for travellers to Monroe County location well situated in its

relative proximity to New York and Philadelphia The popularity of the

automobile eventually led to an increased mobility on the part of the American

public who were no longer dependent on the train to get them to theft vacation

spots As one commentator wrote Free to roam wherever they wished more

modern vacationers were content to stay one night at several hotels as they wound

theft way through the countryside.2 Hotels in the area experienced slow

decline during the Depression as result of the economic condition the

decreased long-term visitation and series of disastrous fires that consumed some
of the most famous hotels in the region particularly the Kittatinny and the Water

Gap House

There is no information about when the Munsch family first visited the

area nor if they had ever vacationed in the Delaware Water Gap but theres no

question that as New Yorkers they were frequently exposed to advertising about

the resort The Munschs purchase of Slateford Farm occurred during the boom

years of the 1920s but since they were not dependent on the resort community of

Delaware Water Gap or other nearby towns for accommodations the consequent
demise of the famous resort area may have affected them little

PART II The Country House

The extent to which Charles Munsch was interested in agriculture as an

avocation has not been explored We know he hired Louis Cyr to farm his land

18Morning Press May 31 1921 quoted in Ibid 81

19Mornina Press July 1926 quoted in Ibid 109

2Wilson History of the Delaware Water Gap 112
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but it is interesting to speculate about how involved Munsch was in the operation

of the farm Agricultural historian fletcher has written about those whom
he called city or gentlemen farmers Of this breed of farmers fletcher wrote

Most wealthy people who acquire farms near the great cities

undertake to breed livestock fancy which they can afford to gratify

To them the farm is restful diversion from the cares of business to

be operated for pleasure not for profit.2

One could speculate that Munsch did not fancy himself gentleman farmer but

rather enjoyed and welcomed the diversion of the farm activities Unlike the

previous two owners Munsch was not an absentee landlord Until his death

Charles Munsch and his family not only spent significant amount of time at

Slateford Farm but were also involved in the community Furthermore the

Munsches made many changes to the farm and farmhouse suggesting

considerable commitment to this property

Did they share the penchant for doing over old houses that captivated many
in the early twentieth century

In chapter called Making Over Old Houses Hazel Adler wrote in 1916

of this fascination

The presence of the merest outer shell seems to unloose the fancy

and suggest liberties which would probably never have been dared or

thought of on paper For number of years old houses have been

drug on the market but with the cost of building soaring skyward
and the environs of the city gradually becoming divested of theft

choice sites for summer and suburban homes we can no longer

21Fletcher Pennsylvania Agriculture 34

22The changes to the farmhouse have been described in
Historic Structures Report Architectural Data Throughout that

report references are made to changes made in the early
twentieth century i.e addition of the slate root additional
door and steps to the northwest bedchaniber second floor

bathroom installation of late 19th century wainscotting in the
downstairs hall etc No attempt was made to determine if these

changes were made under the Reynolds or Nunsch ownership but the

assumption is that the Munsches probably were responsible for
most of these interior changes since they intended to spend
extended time there 111
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afford to consider them as negligible factors.. In the country many
fine old house whose excellent state of preservation has been

concealed by neglect and by the disfiguring renovation of

intermediate generations of owners is often included gratuitously

with the purchase of fair sized acreage

This description seems to aptly fit Slateford Farm as it may have looked at the

time the Munsches purchased the property But while Adler recommended

modern tasteful refreshing and livable home carefully decorated with an

elaborate color scheme contemporary furniture and rustic antiques the Munsches

chose to use furniture which they probably already owned and they apparently

paid little attention to an all-over decorating scheme Perhaps they were of the

mind of Mary Northend who wrote

Few people realize how much thought should be put into

remodeling of farmhouse and many fail to keep the simple country

atmosphere they endeavor to establish in suburban surroundings

home that is better suited to city life.M

The practice of living in the city in the winter and spending the summer in

the country was not new to the twentieth century Since early in the eighteenth

century Americans had been spending part of the year on rural estates as the

leisure or the taste of theft owners would perSt Early on the wealthiest

Americans were the ones who could afford the country houses

There the merchant prince might build great house lay out

formal garden dig canal or fishpond plant an orchard and if he

had money and land enough even enclose deer park There
surrounded by his family and with all the appurtenances of country

life he could have the satisfaction of extending lavish hospitality to

23Hazel Adler The New Interior Modern Decorations for
the Modern Home New York The Century Co 1916 200

24Mary Northend Remodeled Farmhouses Boston Little Brown
and Co 1915 84

25Gervase Wheeler Rural Homes or Sketches of Houses Suited
to American Life New York Charles Scribner 1851 78
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his friends and prominent visitors

But by the mid-nineteenth century country houses were no longer

exclusively the purview of the rich While the eighteenth century villas were said

to be in the country but not of the country the simpler country house of the

nineteenth century was for recreation and enjoyment not for profit.27 Those

who sought country residence were urged to find location which was most
conducive to health.. cheerful animating and pleasant situation sedulously

avoiding the proximity of the marshes or ground having clay foundation or

where there are ponds of stagnant water with easy access to public roads

The farmhouse at Slateford fits all these criteria but unlike in the mid-

nineteenth century when architects urged extensive remodeling of older country

houses in the early twentieth century builders and homeowners were more likely

to strip away exterior decoration than to add to it Fig 45 shows

recommendations for remodeling farmhouse with the addition of Gothic

ornamentation The small original house in the lower left becomes encased in the

elaborate bric-a-brac of the Victorian style By contrast the photograph of

Slateford during the Munschs residence Fig 42 still looks very much like the

farmhouse it had always been with the addition of simple front porch and the

application of stucco over frame

According to the vivid recollections of Charlotte Cyr Jewell the interior

furnishings at the Slateford farmhouse reflected simple unpretentious lifestyle

The Munsches selected worn comfortable furniture that was of no single style

but rather an amalgamation of different periods whatever was available and

suitable to country living The next four sections will deal with each of the four

26çarl Bridenbaugh Cities in Revolt Urban Life in America
1743-1776 New York Reynal and Hitchcock 1955 144 For
more on eighteenth century American country houses see also
Thompson Wescott The Historic Mansions and Buildings of

Philadelphia Philadelphia Porter and Coates 1877 Harold
Eberlein and Horace Lippincott The Colonial Homes of
Philadelphia and its Neighbors Philadelphia and London J.B
Lippincott 1912 and Carl and Jessica Bridenbaugh Rebels and
Gentlemen New York Reynal and Hitchcock 1942

27Roger Moss The American Country House New York Henry
Holt and Company 1990

28Richard Brown Domestic Architecture London Bernard
Quaritch 1852 91
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Fig 45 Design No Remodelled country house in Henry Hudson Holly

New York Appleton Co 1866 p.41

DESIGN N2
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rooms to be furnished to the Munsch era Our single source of information

regarding the furnishing and arrangement of these rooms is Charlotte Jewell who

has guided our selection of appropriate objects for each of these rooms In those

cases wheie she recalls specific accessories they have been noted Otherwise

household items from any time between 1880 and 1930 could safely be included

PART ifi The Living Room Room 106 Fig Fig 46

According to Charlotte Jewell the Munsches primarily used their living

room for visiting with company continuation of practice which had been

common in the nineteenth century as well Usually called the parlor in the earlier

century the restricted use of that room bad been the target of criticism because it

was consilered to be sacrificial wasting the families resources and confining

family life to fewer rooms in the house By the early twentieth century most

authors dadvice for the home recommended the idea of the living room over

the parht The term living room now was defined as the space that served both

as the principal family room and public room in middle-class houses and

apartmeit buildings

hr more informal sitting the family generally chose the porch which has

now been removed But for the Munsches the restriction of their living room to

more kunial occasions probably had much to do with the time of year that they

came to Slateford Porch sitting on hot summer night would have been far

preferalle to being confined inside the house which was lit only by candle and

kerosene lamp light There was no electricity in the house until 1949 so the

Munsches tended to retire early and get up with the sun Saturday night was the

one evening of the week for entertainment when dinner was served in the dining

room with conversation following on the porch Perhaps they might listen to the

battery-operated radio

Following is discussion of the furnishings of the living Room as

described by Charlotte Jewell An attempt has been made to find illustrations

that matth her verbal descriptions as closely as possible variety of furniture

styles we combined in this room common fact in most homes Furnishings

aatherine Grier Culture and Comfort People Parlors
and Upholstery 18501930 Rochester NY The Strong Museum
1988 287-288 For more on the changing nature of the

Parlor see Sally McMurry City Parlor Country Sitting Room
Rural Vernacular Design and the American Parlor 1840-1900
Winterthur Portfolio 20 no Winter 1985 pp 261-280
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Figs The living room Room 106 Slateford Farmhouse ith suggestions for

placement of furniture
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from the mid-nineteenth century through the 1920s have been described

To date no paint analysis has been conducted on the interior of Slateford

farmhouse Generally speaking Mrs Jewell remembers how the walls were

decorated She recalls that the walls of the living room were painted beige and

the woodwork except for the dark varnished baseboards was painted slightly

darker shade of beige The ceilings throughout the house were light She also

remembers that at one point the walls in the living room were wallpapered with

windmill pattern Mrs Jewell also admits that the wall treatment changed over the

years of her association with the Munsches It is recommended therefore that

paint analysis be undertaken prior to making decisions about the wall treatments

in the four Munsch rooms

Rococo Revival sofa

In the southeast corner of the room sat rococo revival sofa with smooth

blue velvet upholstery It had carved back and the legs were scrolled No

pillows rested upon it sofa that matches this description is currently in the

farmhouse in bedroom 206 formerly Mr Munschs bedroom Fig 47 When
sofas in this style were originally made they were usually part of larger set

designed for the parlor consisting of four side chairs and two armchairs with

second sofa center table and étagere sometimes included Fig 48

Upholstered armchair

At right angles to the sofa sat an armchair upholstered in horsehair

similar in style to Morris chair but not reclining The back consisted of flat

oak slats and the arms were flat as well Fig 49 Furniture in this style is

generally referred to as Mission style popular during the first three decades of

the twentieth century Made famous by the Stickley Brothers and Elbert

30Other names for this style are Arts crafts Craftsman
and Quaint The style was introduced into the United States in
1898 by Gustav Stickley through his Craftsman Workshop Much of
this type of furniture came unassembled and could be easily
shipped throughout the country The idea of furniture being
assembled by the customer was new idea introduced by the Come
Packt Furniture Company Mission Furniture Catalog
1912-1913 Come-Packt Furniture Company New York Dover
Publications Inc 1991 introduction One of the first
commercial uses of the term Living Room appeared in this

catalog heralding the revolution in furnishings designed
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Hulbard Mission style furniture was part of popular rebellion against the

extravagances of the Victorian era marking shift towards simplicity and honesty

in construction

Rocking chair

Next to this chair was rocking chair with wooden seat carved wooden

spindles and flat arms Fig 50 There were multi-patterned floral cushions in

pastel colors for the seat and back As described in Chapter 31 rocking

chairs were commonly found in American parlors from the early nineteenth

centuty number of different styles are evoked in this rocking chair Chairs

with flat carving and scrolled ears on the back splat date to the turn of the

twentieth century but are vaguely reminiscent of the Queen Anne style The

overall form of the chair is similar to that of the Boston rocker of nearly

centuxy earlier Fig 16 and in fact designers of these twentith century rockers

were inspired by the windsor chairs so popular in the late eighteenth century

18

Library table

In the northeast corner near the entrance to the dining room was library

table with rectangular top four straight channeled legs canted outward and

curved feet rectangular shelf connected the legs vase of flowers often sat

on this table as well as lamp Fig Si According to the description in the

Scars Roebuck Co catalogue

This Parlor or Library Table is made of solid golden oak high gloss

finish Has full boxed top Size 22 30 inches with shaped edges

and spacious drawer The smooth turned legs are firmly framed into

the top Note the broad convenient lower shelf This table is

specially adapted for the parlor library or bedroom and is wonderful

value at our price 2.95

Delicate occasional tables of this and other simple design were widely popular

from the 1880s to the 1920s Some were made of brass or iron with marble

tops others were of wood

specifically for the comfort utility and harmony of this room
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Fz 47 Rococo revival sofa 2833 DEWA-001 15 currently in Slateford Farm

pied mom Room 207
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4LA suite of rococo revival parlor furniture in Samuel Sloans Homestead

itedure Philadelphia 1867 12 in Butler ArnjgnMtiues
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Living Room Furniture
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Kerosene lamp

brass kerosene lamp with green glass shade and clear glass chimney
was one of the principal sources of lighting in the living room Fig 52

After 1860 until the age of electricity kerosene was the most widely used

fuel in American houses Using clean bright fuel available in abundance

kerosene lamps employed wide flat wick that dipped directly into the font With

the invention of kerosene thousands of lamps were converted to this improved
fuel by removing the old burner and replacing it with the kerosene wick In fact

Virtually any liquid-fight container regardless of size material or design could

be adapted as kerosene lamp 31

Lacking electricity until 1949 the Munsehes

would have undoubtedly used kerosene lamps both portable and table-top variety

throughout the house Bright green was popular color of shade as was

alabaster

Rectangular area rug

On the floor of the living room was rectangular area rug in beige gray
blue and pink The background color was gray/blue In the center was

nmdallion of gray/blue flowers as were the flowers in the corners There was no

border There was no furniture in the center of the room so the medallion would

baw been very noticeable sizeable amount of the floor was left uncovered

The floorboards were varnished as were the wooden baseboards

The carpet owned by the Munsches appears to have been of the Axminster

Biuels variety the first of the woven broadloom carpets which were seamless

In order to have center medallion the carpet must be woven in one piece
Hand-knotted Oriental rugs were the most expensive of the broadloomed rugs
hit Axminster chenille rugs were available for households with more modest

budget often imitating an Oriental design as were rugs described as Seamless

Brusseic

The carpet design identified by Charlotte Jewell as similar to the one used

by the Munsches in theft living room is actually section of running ingrain

pattern Inexpensive ingrain carpets with all-over floral designs were available in

great profusion in the early twentieth century Most of the carpets illustrated in

R.oger Moss Lighting for Historic Buildings
Washington D.C The Preservation Press 1988 91-92
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lamps 551 in Montgomery Ward Co QIio ue No ue and

yGuide 1895 1895 reprinted New York Dover Publications Inc 1969
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the Sears Roebuck and Montgomery Ward catalogues for example were

ingans While the ingrain carpet popular as less expensive alternative to other

types of rugs since the late eighteenth century began to lose its appeal in the

1937s supporters continued to praise its range of colors and patterns its

duiability and during the Depression its cheap price Patterns included rococo

designs of leaves and flowers in the muted shades of the late 19th century

The Royal High Grade All Wool Ingrain carpet illustrated in Fig 53 is

described as follows

Our illustrations show you how each pattern is arranged This one

has small leaf floral design in brown and green shading on

background of tan very modest tasteful and restful combination of

colors This design is selected by us as one that will harmonize with

almost any surroundings There is nothing in it to mar the neatness

and harmony of colors in any room If you want very choice neat

and attractive design for your dining room library or parlor you

cerlainly have it in this number.33

Ingrains were normally woven in 27 to 30 inch wide strips sewn together

Using the design of this carpet as guide those charged with furnishing

Slateford should look for second-hand carpet fitting Mrs Jewells overall

description An alternative would be to contract with one of the producers of

Mninster carpets to recreate the color scheme and overall design as described.M

see also Fig 71 seamless Brussels rugs in oriental patterns

Small wooden oak stand

To the right of the entrance to the dining room stood small oak stand of

style which was available in great numbers from 1880 to 1920 Fig 54
Reminiscent of the earlier rococo revival the table combines the delicacy of the

32Helene Von Rosenstiel and Gail Caskey Winkler Floor

Coverings for Historic Buildings Washington D.C The
Preservation Press 1988 212

Sears Roebuck Co Catalogue No 117 858

list of modern manufacturers of Axrninster carpets is

available in Rosenstiel and Winkler Floor Coverings p.256-262
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Fig Fig 178 in William Seale tefglIntefldeAmerican Interiors

iiaggatheerasEe second edition Nashville TN American Association

for State and Local History 198 The wooden occasional table with spindle

legs and rectangular top is similar to one that might have been found in the

Munschs living room
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Queen Anne revival with sturdiness of high-gloss oak The table in Fig 55 is

described as follows

This parlor table is made of thoroughly seasoned oak high gloss

golden finish or in birch perfect imitation mahogany finish Curved

top and full box rim Size top 24 24 in The shapely curved legs

are securely framed into the top and given additional strength by the

broad lower shelf Material construction and finish first class

throughout

Lace curtains

Mrs Jewell remembers that all the curtains throughout the first floor were

of lace hung to the sills They were ivory in color and were gathered on rod

The windows had fabric shades but they did not have window screens The

panels were framed with band of floral lace and narrower border She has

described the curtains in Slateford as similar to the ones illustrated in Fig 56

Made of Nottingham lace the curtains in the Come-Packt catalogue were 2.40

pair in 19126

In addition few unspecified landscape scenes framed with simple gold

leaf or black frames hung on the walls in the living room

PART The Dining Room Room 105 Fig 57

Unlike the living room in the Slateford farmhouse the dining room was

furnished by the Munsches in predominantly one style oak furniture of the late

Victorian period Popular from the 1890s to the 1910s golden or antique oak

pieces were solid imposing and practical Furniture of this type was available

Sears Roebuck Co Catalogue 401

ZNodern reproductions of early twentieth century lace are
available through number of companies list of manufacturers
is included in Jane Nylander Fabrics for Historic Buildings
rev Washington D.C The Preservation Press 1990
237242
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Fig 55 Parlor table of oak in Sears cjjo ue 401

$9.8
ía
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Fig 56 Lace curtains OF 609 on 64 ComePackt Furniture Aaigfle
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Figs 57 The dining room Room 105 at Slateford farmhouse with

reannnendations for furniture arrangement
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fairly cheaply from manufacturers in the midwest in sets or individually.37 The
ovesall effect of the room was rather formal one more appropriate to city

apariment than country farmhouse

Six-plate stove

In addition to the standard objects for the dining room large six-plate

store protruded diagonally into the room attached to pipe that vented the stove

to the outside through the fireplace the opening of which had been reduced.38

According to Charlotte Jewell this stove burned wood and was used to heat the

dining and living rooms although it resembled cooking stove. Fig 58
Although the Munsches were rarely at Slateford during the winter evenings in the

Poconos can be cold even during the summer so some form of heat was

necessary As far as can be determined despite the number of fireplaces in the

house the Munsches did not use them The use of stove in the dining room

war not unusual but the type of stove chosen by the Munsches was considerably

larger and more invasive than the one pictured in Fig 59

Dining table

The Munschs dining table was of oak with heavy turned and reeded legs

with carved or pressed ornamentation on the apron Like the table in Fig 60 the

table could be extended to up to 12 feet using insertable leaves The carving

described by Mrs Jewell may have been similar to that on the sideboard in Fig
61 Mrs Munsch generally kept her table covered with tablecloth

37For example one Grand Rapids firm boasted We can
furnish the home of the Mechanic or the Millionaire listing
three piece bedroom suites including carved bedstead for

11.85 to 67.50 American Heritage History of Antiques
from the Civil War to World War n.p American Heritage
Publishing Co Inc 1969 268

3According the HSRAD the southeast room on the first
floor now the living room was originally heated with stove
but when the Munsches owned Slateford they did not use stove in
that room 113 Penelope Batcheler writes This house was
built when stoves were the common method of heating and cooking
in Pennsylvania and elsewhere
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Fig 59 Dining Room Omaha Nebraska Ca 1910 In this case the Junior Oak

ste is fined directly into brick chimney Note the oak sideboard decorated

with glasses pitchers and painted china and the unframed pictures on the wall

209 in Seale Tasteful Interludel
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Fig 60 Solid oak extension table No 11626 available in 1908 for as little as

6.65 depending Ofl the number of leaves ordered ciaioue 3861

THIS SPLED%D SOLID OAK

No 11626
onDER

BY NUMBER

42-INCH
TOP
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Fig 61 late nineteenth century serving board made of oak with carved

decoration on the legs table apron and backboard paw feet 372 in

nHeHtae1
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Dining chairs

Around the table stood six high-back chairs with upholstered seats The

fabric was drab gray with small flowers

According to Charlotte Jewell these chairs were of the style of those in Fig

62 composite design related to eighteenth century Queen Anne and

chippendale style furniture but described in the advertisement as reproduction

of deservedly popular French design The legs were curved ending in hand
carved claw feet and the backs combined vase-shaped splats and yoke-shaped

top rails The chairs illustrated here were part of larger set including table

sideboard and china cabinet It is not certain if the Munschs dining room
furniture was purchased en suite but there is strong possibility that the pieces

did in fact match

Sideboard

Charlotte Jewell remembers the sideboard at Slateford as large oak one

with an attached mirror the case consisting of cabinet with doors below two

drawers such as the one in Fig 63 but with somewhat less carved ornament

particularly on the cabinet doors Sideboards in this style were manufactured in

great numbers at furniture factories equipped with the latest mechanical

equipment resulting in increasingly more economical products for the middle

class

As was commonly the case in the period Mrs Munsch displayed assorted

glassware and serving pieces on her sideboard and during his lifetime Mr
Munsch saw to it that the decanters which sat upon it were kept filled Matching
linen scarves protected the surfaces and served as decoration as well Fig 64
see also Fig 117

China Cabinet

Near the entrance to the kitchen sat china cabinet with glass doors
another standard part of dining room suite The china cabinet pictured in Fig
65 represents the array of designs available for this form In general these

cabinets were of seasoned oak swell bent glass ends and door with mirrorsset

behind the shelves upon request The use of mirrors highlighted the contents of

the cabinet which in the case of Mrs Munsch included plain white china made in
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No IKOIS Always order by Number

FsgJ Oak sideboard No 11915 featured in the 1908 Sears cjjgue 393Vast quanthies of oak sideboards were manufactured and sold throughout the
United ates around the turn of the centuzy
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Fig Dining room house of Eugene Braden Fast Helena Montana 1905

The dining table with three leaves four or six chairs and the mirrored sideboard

were probably purchased as set The table and the sideboard are covered with

doths Note the plated silver displayed on the sideboard Tasteful

initihit fig 170
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Fnnce Mrs Jewell also remembers small tea set made in England of white

bone china decorated with flowers Fig 66

Small oak stand

Beside the door in the dining room which opens to the outside stood

small oak stand with vase of flowers often standing upon it Occasional

tables as they were often called came in number of styles particularly

popular variety was the one owned by the Munsches Fig 67 Also called

parlor tables tables of this style were featured in furniture catalogues from

Boston to Grand Rapids and can be found now throughout the country Fig 68

Mantle clock

handsome marble and brass clock sat on the dining room mantle Fig
69 Charlotte Jewell remembers black clock with lions feet The illustrated

eight-day dock although resembling European examples was made in America at

what was described as ridiculously low price En addition its decorative

function the dock was useful as well striking both the hour and the half hour

Also on the mantle sat china doll candlesticks and vase or two holding

flowers or pussy willows

Picture of Mr Munsch

Charlotte Jewell remembers portrait of Mr Munsch over the mantle in

the dining room This may have been an oil portrait or perhaps an enlarged

photograph hung in smooth black wooden frame Mrs Jewell owns one

photograph of Mr Munsch which could be enlarged and hung over the mantle in

subdued black frame Fig 70

Hanging lamp

Over the dining table hung kerosene lamp from chains with glass

teardrops and flower-painted glass shade

Two examples of lamps of this type from the 1895 Montgomery Ward

catalogue are illustrated in Fig 71 Lamps of this variety gave light of up to 80

candle power En most lamps of this type the main oil font could be removed for

easy filling and trimming The lamp currently hanging in the dining room is of an

earlier style having been patented in 1871
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Dove Genoa Pattern
flaunted tired by Stntt .t Ford St fl ordal Ire EnIand

This patient very handsome in shape and decoration the decoration consists
of wild Ltowen and leaves in so gray although It is very low In price we conS
rider the body of the ware equal to any other pattern oid by us we recommend it

te highly where cheapand durable set wanted
Order No 54036

Figs 66 Tea set manufactured by Smith Ford Staffordshire England in the

Dove Genoa pattern Mrs Munsch owned tea set in similar pattern 529

Montgomery Ward ftue
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Co 1890s Bottom table matching the one shown in the advertisment
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Fig 69 Eight-day mantle clock of wood enameled to simulate black Italian

marble and Mexican onyx Metal ornaments embellished the bottoms and tops of

the columns the feet and the top of the facade of the case 347 Sears

àrnisizu The Munscbes may have owned clock like this one which was made

of wood in imitation of marble although they may also have had real marble

clock
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Iig 78 Photograph of Charles Munsch ca 1930-1935 at Slateford Farm
auectiou of Charlotte Jewell
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53598 Polished Bronze
Metal flanging Lamp
improved tpring ax
tensionlerrgth1 closed
39 inchcs 83
inches adapted tot
tither high or low
ceilings satin finished
decorated 14.inch
dome shade and vase
to match large central
draft burner giving 80
candle power light or
namented with cut

glass crystaipricmp
$4.95

55587 Polished lirouze
Metni hanging Lamp
patent improved spring
extension
closed 88 inches cx
tended84 inchestjnted
decorated satin hutch
14-inch demo shade
and fount to mau
cut glass crysi
prisms climax burner
and chimney
Price $4.15

Two polished bronze metal hanging lamps with painted glass shades and

gla eqital prisms 547 548 Montgomery Ward csjoue
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Carpet

rectangular area rug in beige green and tan was on the floor in the

dining room Along the border was diamond design with all-over flowers in the

body of the carpet Perhaps the carpet was similar to one of the seamless

Brussels rugs available through O.W.Richardson Co in 1914 The standard

sizeofthesecarpetswaseither9ft.x 12ft or 111/4 ft.x 12ft Threeoftherugs
illustrated in Fig 72 feature center medallions and borders while the other three

consist of paisley design and border

Rugs of this style were made in profusion in the late Victorian period in

imitation of oriental rugs Modem rugs in this general style could be purchased

through many dealers but second-hand rug would be preferable because the

Munsches apparently bought little new furniture for Slateford

As in the living room the windows were covered with lace curtains and the

walls and woodwork were painted two shades of beige

PART The Kitchen Room 104 Fig 73

The appliances the configuration even the philosophy of the contemporary
kitchen was far different in 1930 than it had been 50 years later Growing out of

the need for sanitary and social reform the expansion of the suburban middle

class the growth of water gas and electric utilities as well as the rise of the

corporate food industry the modem kitchen emerged at the end of the nineteenth

century new concept of the continuous kitchen gradually developed by the

end of the 1930s With this concept the elements of the kitchen formed

unified plane of work space.39

Accempanying the changes in work space came an expansion of appliances

that increased the speed and efficiency of housework Laundry and food

preparalion were two work areas that were improved by the introduction of

stream-lining machines most of which replaced the reciprocal or irregular motion

of the hands with rotary motion While mechanical appliances were available in

abundance however these new labor-saving devices did not immediately replace

SEnen Lupton and Abbott Miller The Bathroom the
Kitchen and the Aesthetics of Waste Process of Elimination
New rork NY Princeton Architectural Press 1992 41
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Fig 73 Drawing of proposed arrangement of furnishings in the kitchen Room
104 Slateford farmhouse
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Fig 74 pair of drawings comparing the bicycle era kitchen with the modern

version as up to date as the motor car.tt in American Architect

1936 reproduced in Lupton and Miller AthroomtlieKjtcheri 41
The design of the Munschs kitchen at Slateford is reminiscent of the bicycle era

kitchen
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Fig Penny Batchelers proposal for the restoration of the Slateford kitchen to

its 1833 appearance Nov 1979 in flRiAQ 139
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Fig 76 Appearance of Slateford kitchen in 1979 after the bathroom was

removed and as it appears today Nov 1979 in HSRAD 122
In other words some adaptation may be in order which in my opinion will not
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significantly alter the authenticity of the overall plan

Following is discussion of the major appliances and furnishings to be

installed in the kitchen at Slateford farmhouse Some accessories have been

included in this section Other implements for the kitchen may be added

providing they were made and used during the last quarter of the nineteenth

century and before the mid-1930s review of the parks holdings will no doubt

yield many kitchen items which would be appropriate for Slateford would

fecommend consulting Ellen Plantes Kitchen Collectibles for wealth of

information about wide variety of cookware utensils gadgets etc for this time

period see Bibliography

Steel and nickel-trimmed stove

According to Mrs Jewell the stove stood at the rear of the kitchen and was

vented out through the rear wall The Munschs stove was somewhat fancier than

the one currently in the kitchen had six burners and could be fired with either

wood or coaL Fig 77 The Acme Charm Six-hole Steel Range illustrated in Fig
78 is apparently similar to the one Mrs Jewell remembers in the Slateford

kitchen This particular model is decorated in the style of the rococo revival

Rococo decoration is found on much late nineteenth century furniture such as

the c-scrolls and cabariole legs found on the skirt base of the stove Stoves of this

style as well as others that were inspired by neo-classical and Eastlake designs

were available in abundance through catalogues and retailers by the turn of the

century.42 Fig 79 Perhaps the stove was one formerly used by the Munsches in

New York or it could have been purchased specifically for Slateford when the

family took possession of the house

Compared to cooking on the open hearth as the Piphers apparently did the

installation of range dramatically altered the nature of the process of cooking

The fire could be regulated by controls on the ranges exterior

Riddlers to control the accumulation of cinders in the fire box and

dampers to regulate and direct airflow replaced the shovel and poker

42See for example p1 35 Catalogue and Price List of

Sunshine Products The Reading Stove Works Orr Painter Co
Reading Pennsylvania Reading PA Albright Sheriton 1903
and p1 33 Berry Co Albany New York Albany NY Charles
Van Benthuysen 1885 in Federben Accumulation and Display
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Fig 77 Stove currently in the kitchen at Slateford farmhouse DEWA-00028
Wood stove with warming oven top burners Marked PERFECP on oven

door RICHARDSON Boynton CO on door below 658E on draft
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Figs 78 Improved Acme Charm Six-hole Steel Range advertised in the Sears

QgflJgggç 1908 639

teeax WITH HEAVY SECTIOML

fl LCW howing katuros of Out Acm Charm Six-flak StttI Rsng
Gooking ut.nüt uiiustrstcd aro not furaishod wills rsngo at pikes quoted
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Supplies of coal could be fed automatically and directly into the

range by means of attached reservoirs The range by interposing its

intricate and highly segmented mechanisms between the fire and the

cook imposed its own order on the work of cooking and relieved

some of the difficulties of that task.43

While these new stoves brought departure from many functions that had been

part of the food preparation ritual they also represented continuity coal and

wood were still used but the fire was now enclosed Even when gas stoves became

common they were often combined with coal and wood burning section

because the latter two sources of fuel were far more efficient for heating the

kitchen In fact some stoves had both gas and wood burning sections both of

which could be operated at the same time.Fig 80

The hearth no longer required the embellishments that were incorporated

into the architecture but the ornamentation was now imposed on the stoves

Like the fireplace the stove was now the principle source of heat in the room
and like the hearth the stove needed to be cleaned regularly of ashes and

replenished with fresh fuel In fact while cookstoves saved fuel in some ways

they created just as much labor as before since they needed to be cleaned with

far more regularity than fireplacestFig 81

Built4n Cupboard

On the back corner of the east wall is five foot wide painted cupboard
which is apparently original to the Munsches Fig 82 An interior paint analysis

would determine the original color of this cupboard

According to Charlotte Jewell the family stored canned goods and other

foods in this cabinet similar configuration of stove and built-in cabinet can be

seen in the photograph of the Sheltered Next Exhibit at the Farmers Museum in

Cooperstown That cabinet appears to have been stained not painted Fig 83

43Federhen et al Accumulation and Dis1ay 39

See Priscilla Brewer Home Fires Cookstoves in
American Culture 1815-1900 in House and Home Seminar
for New England Folklife Annual Proceedings Boston Boston
University 1990 7981
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This

WonderM Range
With Two Ovens

Although it is less than four feet

long it can do every kind of cooking

for any ordinary family by gas In

warm weather or by coal or wood

when the kitchen needs beatng

TheCosi section and theCas section

are just as separate as though you
bad two ranges in your kitchen

Gold Medal

Gienwood
Note the two gas ovens aboveone
for baking glass paneled and one
for broiling with white enamel door

The Large oven below has the mdi
cator and is heated by coal or wood

See the cooking surface when you
want to rush thingseve burners

for gas and four covers for coaL

When In hurry both coal and gas
ovens can be operated at the same
lime using one for baking bread or

roasting meats and the other for

pastry bakingIt

ii

Makes Cooking Easy
wdte tar bendeeme tree backIet 116

thst taPe all about

Whir Stove Co Taunton Mass
of d. kb C.wo.d Cod Wood

.o4 COO M.e atoo.a btefl flZtOOS

Bakes BreadPiesBiscuits
BroilsRoasts and Cooks

Nine Different Vegetables
AU At One Time

Fig 80 The Gold Medal Glenwood Stove The Wonderful Range with Two
Ovens illustrated in Ikflse Beautiful 47 no April 1920 33
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Figs 8L farm kitchen about 1900 showing the wife adding wood to her cook

stove Wood gathering continued to be an essential chore to power many stoves

well into the twentieth centwy Note the glass kerosene lamps on the shelf near

the door Lifsbay ijgusewaresStoAjjstoofjSrnerican
Chicago National Housewares Manufacturers Association

1973p 126
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Fis 82 Interior of kitchen Slateford Farmhouse 1980 showing built4n cupboard
on the east wall of the kitchen Photograph by Larry Garris
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Sink and board

Immediately inside the door from the side porch was small wall-mounted

sink and drying board closed in underneath by fabric skirt which covered the

plumbing and some home-made shelves Charlotte Jewell remembers this

arrangement as awkward and inconvenient Considering the public use of

Slatefbrd farmhouse recommend therefore modification of this original plan
which would not significantly alter the authenticity of the reconstructed kitchen

propose the location of the sink under the window on the east wall or under or

beside the window on the west wall of the kitchen Fig 84 location

underneath window was common in the 1920s as can be seen in the two

illustrated in Fig ss and 86 Both of these sinks had legs but those without legs

were also anilable particularly in the case of smaller sinks Fig 87

The Munsches had running water and gravity feed system for the

plumbing bit Louis Cyr hauled drinking and cooking water in milk cans to the

farmhouse daily when the family was in residence

Refdgerator

The door from the porch opened directly against refrigerator on the end

of the east wall The refrigerator had door at the top for ice storage and

pair of doas on the bottom Fig 88 Charlotte Jewell remembers her father

bringing in the blocks of ice with tongs and loading them into the ice box From

the 1860s through the early 1900s wooden refrigerators of many different styles

were adveaised in mail-order catalogues and could be purchased through local

retailers as well The Sears Economy Refrigerator Fig 89 for example could

hold up to 100 pounds of ice and like the Munschs was made of oak with high

gloss finish By the 1930s electric refrigerators were widely popular so the

Mtursths non-mechanical refrigerator was throw back to an earlier era.45

2he non-mechanical refrigerator was an insulated chamber
made of vood or metal stocked with melting ice cold air
circulating through the box absorbed heat from the stored food

and Miller The Bathroom the Kitchen 60 For more
on the development of refrigeration see Siegfreid Giedion
Mechanization Takes Command Contribution to Anonymous History
Pew York Norton Co Inc 1948 596605
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Figs 84 Views of the east wall top and west wall bottom Slateford farmhouse

kitchen 1989 DWGNRA file photos

.------
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Fig 87 Porcelain sink for small lavatories with combination faucet for space

saving illustrated in Richard Derby The Importance of Your House

Plurnbing House Beautiful Februaiy 1920 107
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Others may claim to he

as gcxi but they are not
They all lack the great
lmprOVemCrltA found
only In the LEONARD
Hovahlc flues Air-tight
Locks Five Wails Cold

Dry Air Hard wood An
tique Finish ElcgaDt and
Durable Send your ad
dress and receive our art

catalogue free and your
nearest agentB name

GRAND RAPIDS REFRIGERATOR CO
136 Fulton Si Grand Rapids Mich

This tdvertfsenient tppetrs but once

Fç The Leonard Cleanable refrigerator manufactured by the Grand Rapids

Refrigerator Co illustrated in KaroIevirz Qj4ijmeAriculture p.57

Dont buy uutll you
bave examined the

LEO HARD CLEANABLE
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Following is description of typical turn-of-the century refrigerator

The wooden icebox as it was also called was made of oak elm ash
or pine and typically had golden oak finish They were available in

dlllrent sizes and styles from plain to very ornate They were

accessorized with brass hinges and locks The interior of the icebox

was lined with metal zinc or porcelain to insulate the appliance and

help maintain sanitary conditions The icebox had drainage pipe to

carry water from the melting ice block either outdoors or into pan
that the ever-watchful housewife or cook would empty before it

ovefflowed

Small shelf

As one entered from the side porch on the left wall south and perhaps
above the sink was small shelf where when Charlotte Jewell was child

flashlight was kept She also remembers small storage area in this space If the

sink is installed on the east wall as proposed above this corner could be used as

storage çace with hand-made shelf for sundry tools etc

Cupboard

Next to this space stood kitchen cabinet with two doors above two

draweas aid two doors below with porcelain knobs From this description it

seems likely that this was store-bought cupboard Sometimes called kitchen

dressers factory-made cabinets were manufactured from the 1890s on Fig 90

illustrates one such kitchen cabinet manufactured in 1895 and considered to be

very useful about house where shortage of closets or cupboards is felt

new type of cabinet was developed in the early years of the twentieth

centuly in response to the woeful lack of cabinet storage space in theft kitchen

that had so long plagued Americas homemakers.. The realization of potential

market penetrated the opportunity-consciousness of few woodenware

manufadurers especially in northern Indiana.47 These cabinets were often

called kitchen Hoosier or Dutch cabinet which consisted of single vertical

unit divided into shallower top level and deeper base pull-out counter

4P1ante Kitchen Collectibles 26

4Lifshay The Housewares Story 129
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could further extend the work surface and provide leg room for sitting down
Fig 91 These cabinets were designed to hold both food and utensils

Broom closet

To the right of the door into the dining room was small closet for

broom carpet beater carpet sweeper the ironing board see below and other

household utensils Factory-made broom and linen closets were available in the

1920s but it is more likely that this was home-made closet built perhaps at the

same time as the bathroom.49

Next to the closet stood bathroom If the bathroom is to be

reconstructed then this side of the south wall as well as part of the west wall will

be taken If the bathroom is to be eliminated in the redesign of the kitchen the

broom closet could be expanded to include small pantry with storage area for

dishes pots and pans etc

Ironing Board and Iron

Since the Munsches came for relatively short intervals and had little need

for elaborate clothes their laundry was limited to washing hanging to dry and

occasional ironing with sad iron The Munsches had the most rudimentary

laundry implements basin line and an old iron Occasionally Mrs Cyr or

Charlotte would do their laundry

With no electricity available Mrs Munsch would undoubtedly have relied

on sad-iron an implement long in use and coming in large number of varieties

even in the early decades of the twentieth century in those areas still not

accessible to electricity This type of iron became popular when stoves

replaced the traditional fireplace because irons could be cast in one solid piece

and heated on the stove thereby avoiding some of the inconvenience of earlier

times when hot coal charcoal or heated iron slugs had been inserted into the

48Lupton and Miller The Bathroom the Kitchen 50

Lifshay The Housewares Story 131

5turrently in the collection of DWGNRP are at least three
sad irons in Slateford kitchen 671 DEWA00021 765 DEWA00022
900 DEWA00028
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Fig 91 Kitchen cabinet advertised by Hoosier Manufacturing Company 1916

The Hoosier was the most popular brand of kitchen storage furniture at that

tIme In 1915 product endorsement the Hoosier was described as scientific

labor-saving kitchen machine and Miller throQznjlie Kjtçhen

511
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instrument for heat The term sad in this case refers to the compactness or

heaviness of the implement.51 Fig 92

Also in Slateford farmhouse kitchen is handmade ironing board of

single plank and no legs supported by chair and the top of the built-in

cupboard This arrangement was typical of the 1880s but about 1898 the first

ironing board came equipped with legs From Charlotte Jewells description it

appears that it was one of the early wooden folding ironing boards with legs

whith the Munsches stored immediately next to the cupboard Fig 93

Another household necessity for the Munsches would have been carpet

sweeper such as one of Bissells Universal Clean Sweep Grand Rapids Fig 94
This too would have been stored in the broom closet

Small kerosene stoves

pair of small kerosene stoves stood on the far side of the west window
These were occasionally used for boiling water and other light housekeeping and

cooking chores instead of firing up the large stove On hot summer day these

smaller stoves would have generated much less heat than the big six-burner stove

The type called lamp stove Fig 95 was portable and easy to operate Stoves

of this size were considered by some to meet the needs of family of five or six

people but most used these smaller kerosene stoves as auxiliary means of

cooking.52

Square maple table

In the center of the room stood square maple table with narrow legs

which could accommodate extra leaves Fig 96 From Mrs Jewells description

it is difficult to tell the age of this table It may have been locally made or

perhaps it was store bought table of the type offered in an advertisement of

breakfast sets and tables in the summer 1924 Montgomery Ward catalogue Fig
97 The Munsches ate in the kitchen on occasion but the table would also have

51Lifshay The Housewares Story p.226-7 238

Ceorgie Boynton Child The Efficient Kitchen Definite
Directions for the Planning Arranging and Equipping of the
Modern Labor-Saving Kitchen Practical Book for the Home-Maker

New York Robert M.McBride Company 1915 94-5
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FIg 92 Mrs Potts Patent Cold Handle Sad-Irons illustrated in

Karolevir4 QWjjrnAricu1ture 52

MRS POTTS PATENT
COLD HANDLE

SAD-tRONS
ADVANTAGES ADVANTAGES

DETACHABLE WALNUT HANDLE
NO HOLDER OR CLOTH REQUIRED

DOUBLE
POINTEDI

iRON
BOTH WAYS

UOWtNG Sn OP XZORS

THREE IRONS ONE HANDLE AND STAND GROUND BY

PATENTED MACHINERY WITH SUPERIOR FIMSfl
%ND SLIGHTLY CONVEX SURFACE

MAKING THEM

THAN ANT OTHERS
IRON EASIER AND BETTER

BEST AND CHEAPEST
SOLD BY ALL HARDWARE DEALERS
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Fig 91 The Rid-Jid ironing table featured in 1928 was considered to be so

outanding it was even advertised as ttthe most appreciated Christmas gift under

fin dollars in Lifshay jQjQwaresSto 236
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Clean Sweep
The Clean Sweep is

sell constructed eseep
er made in sscaniore fin
ished Cocobolo and Rose
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Bissells iJiverd
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ingsinsteadoftsespprad tvco
B-tLL BRaRINGS
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mahaganized sytasort
MI tpstetsts testis is

onednisbes flebish
not the litçislltzai4
both dnnpatoisop
eratoii Shinpnnk
per doaeti abet 51k
each abets 71k

eekeltd fittings $3.00
jiapatned 250

Bissells

tttw TI

uranu tSaplus

This is one of the geu
nine Bissell Sweepers
slnch for oser third oi

centnra has been re oi
ned as the standard
Practical high grade
construction coupled
with popular pnce his
made the Grand Rapids
the most ectensn el se

Sweeper in the world lt is made in handsome finishes of the best
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ganized sycamore

The Grand Rapids contains all the Bicsell improsements includ

ing dust proof axle tubes pressed steel wheels metal ferruled handle
reversible bail and anti tipping de.ice anti raseling collectors and
No-Mar rubber corner cuslnons with braid furniture protector band
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qualities easiest runoing great durahihits and all around efficiency
Each pan dumps separately Shipping weight per dozen about 100

lb each about lbs

cc Oi
\ickeled fittings $3.25

jjapanned 2.75

Fig 94 Bäsells carpet Sweepers Three Satisfactory Sweepers all considered safe

on pet or wood illustrated in O.W Richardson Qjio ue 1914 14

BISSELLS CARPET SWEEPERS
Three Satisfactory Sweepers
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Lamp Stoves
141 has one -Inch burner

with solid cast ran reservoir
has fl1ovcn.b3c mica frames

and is well made in every
jut rt icular We consider it

one of ftc best stoves on the
mar for the price
eiglt 111011 lbs
rirr VIII ..

44174
44174 like cii tvit Ii burners Weight aboti

11 pounds Price each si.oo
44175 Exteuiou top to lit 4I 17 ncit .. .85

44 17G Overt to fit 1174 nm do of tiii sio 0x
12x 12 Inches Each

44177 Lamp Steve style of Il wi Iii three
4inch hu niers Weight hon h3 OI itiris

Priceeach 1.40
44178 Extension top to fit No 441 77 1rlcc catch 90
44179 Oven made of tin size 0x 2x inch

to Ut oil stove No 44177 Each 1.25

Fig1 95 Lamp stove 44173 featured in Montgomery Ward CathjQge 424
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Fig 9t No 157 English Breakfast Table Rockford Union Furniture

Rockford IL in Dubrow Made in America 144
Company
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Fig0 97 variety of breakfast sets and tables available in the summer 1924

Montgomery Ward catalog in Ellen Plante Kitchen Collectibles

An illustrated Price Guide Radnor PA Wallace-Homestead Book Company

1991 110
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been used for food preparation There was little counter space in the room so

table would have been necessity particularly for baking Fig 98

Four chairs

Surrounding the kitchen table were four chairs with thick woven reeded

bottoms and backs and straight legs Fig 99 Chairs of this type were made
consistently throughout the second half of the nineteenth century and into the

twentieth The ones in the Munschs kitchen were probably already used when

they arrived at Slateford

Glass kerosene lamp

Usually sitting on the kitchen table was glass bottom kerosene lamp but

being very portable lamp of this type could be used anywhere in the house It

is likely that the Munsches owned several of these lamps which could have been

stored on the shelf just inside the kitchen door as seen in Fig 81 Popular since

the iniroduetion of kerosene in the 1860s glass kerosene lamps continued to be

in use particularly in homes that were not equipped with electricity Fig 100

Wrote one observer

Most farmers read about the new incandescent light by the flickering

flame of theft kerosene lamps All homes were permeated with the

unmistakable oil smell Lamp-tending was hated chores Cleaning

up after one had been dropped and broken was double despised

Blue agate coffee pot

Charlotte Jewell remembers blue agate coffee pot usually sitting on the

stove Fig 101 She also recalls often seeing shiny tea kettle with wide spout

on the stove

The kitchen looks considerably different now that the wooden beams are

exposed on the ceiling and there is wooden floor Fig 102 While Alice

Munsch frequently redecorated the house during the summers she lived there

certain things remained consistent The beams were covered with plasterboard

53xarolevirz Old Time Agriculture 61
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rg1 frop Doris Lee Thanksgiving Dinner 1935 The old-fashioned stove

resembles the one in the Munschs kitchen square table near the window is

being used for baking and Co Inc Farm Life in America Prints

from 1893-1948 New York Wunderlich and Co Inc 1985 43 Bottom
typical American kitchen of the 1870s illustrated in Lifshay The Housewares

$lQxy P-I24
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OFFICE

Fig No Office chair Brooklyn Chair Company ti9g3ie 1887
reprinted Watkins Glen NY American Life Foundation Library of Victorian

Culture 1978 120 The kitchen chairs in the Munschs house did not have

arms but otherwise were very similar to this

No

REED
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44071 Agate Iron Tea
black enameled handles
retluned cove rs curved
spouts
Quarts.... 1/
Price cacti $0.37 $0 42
Quarts...
Price each $0.63 $073

Agate Iron Coffee Boilers

\Ylth bait send agate
iron cover
44672 Flat bottom
44672V Pit bottom

No..
4narts
Each 100 1.16

4gate Iron Tea Pots

11

$1.37

Fig liii Agate iron coffee and tea pots illustrated in Montgomery Ward
429
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the wooden floor was covered with linoleum and the windows had lace curtains

Fig 103 small rag carpet sat on the linoleum under the table

Charlotte Jewell remembers many make-overs On occasion the kitchen was

wailpapered with combination of wallpaper on the top half border paper and

lower painted section Other times it was painted paint analysis is in order

to determine the colors used in the kitchen in the 20s and the 30s the period

that we are focusing on for this project

Linoleum

The linoleum in squares of light and dark green in floral design was glued

directly onto the wooden sub-flooring In the early decades of the twentieth

century linoleum was touted as the solution to flooring in the modern house

Lending gayety sic in home decoration linoleum was deemed perfect for the

kitchen where with set fixtures occupying most of the available space one must

practically depend on the floor to do large share of the decoration.M

Armstrong among other companies offered range of rich regal tile effects in

marble and plain-color designs as well as in floral designs While any of the

designs in Fig 104 could have been of the type used at Slateford the design on

the bottom is the one identified by Charlotte Jewell as closest to the one formerly

in the kitchen

view of kitchen with geometric linoleum is illustrated in the catalogue

of O.W Richardson Co of Chicago Fig 105 see also Fig 98 The choice of

linoleum in the kitchen at Slateford was certainly one concession to modernity

made perhaps because of the relative ease of the care of this kind of flooring As

one advertiser wrote Linoleum on your Kitchen floor eases the work eases the

linoleum is still available through number of companies See Appendix

While products made by companies specializing in historic reproduction

materials are usually expensive it might be possible to locate vinyl floor

covering available through regular commercial firm which resembles the one

used at Slateford

Hazel Dell Brown The Attractive Home How to Plan its

Decoration Lancaster PA Armstrong Cork Co Linoleum Division
1928 p. 12

Richardson Catalocue
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Tie lItchardEttrelsa Vaeusstr Cleaner marvel of eflideney Only $40 cc See pose IS

Fig 103 The same mail-order house that sold linoleum carpets and sweepers
also advertised line of curtains including white muslin curtains appropriate for
the kitchen in Richardson and Co ciiJQgJ 1914 19
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Fig 105 View of kitchen with Extra Heavy Inlaid Linoleum in

Richardson and Co jjue 1914 58

______ _____
Our Extra Heavy Inlaid linoleum No 7644 ft wide per square yard $1 10

flas mc dow new spring pattcrn in si hich blue and bite eolonngs are ttorked into .t lish and pleasing de
sign \%dhoneol our handcome patterns of Lung \Vearng Linoleum on OU Kitchen Floor suu will make this

warksbop at the bonie much more attrarnie and save lois ot hard scrubbing 1uh reaaonalue care our
laoleums will gii ing nid Ii ting ansfaction lie ure to read Important Information can

eeming Linoleum on page ret amples 01 an our Linoleum will lie lnrnihed on requet
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PART VI The Bedroom Room 203 Fig 106

The second floor room designated to be furnished to the Munsch

occupancy is the southwest bedroom used by Alice Munsch throughout her years

at Slateford Charlotte Jewell remembers this room as an old-fashioned

comfortable room more like room of the late nineteenth century than one of

the twentieth The major pieces of furniture were Victorian and even the

accessories were out-of-date

Bedstead

The bed for example probably dated from the mid to late nineteenth

cenimy It had high head board and low foot board both very plain with no

carving or applied ornament Illustrated here are two beds elements of which fit

Mrs Jewells description Fig 107 left is photograph of bed in the downstairs

bedroom at Slateford The simplicity of the line of this bed matches Mrs Jewells

recollection but the head board is higher than the one in Alices room Fig 107

right is drawing of mid-Victorian bed with 32-36 inch headboard closer to

the height desired but the curves that outline the bed and the carving make this

bed more elaborate than Alices Covering the bed was creamy white chenille

bedspread

Nightstand

To the left of Alice Munschs bed was small rectangular table which

served as nightstand resembling one which appeared in 1889 furniture

catalogue and described as chamber-set table or stand Fig 108

Bedside lamp

Sitting on the nightstand was ornamental kerosene lamp with painted

glass shade Fig 109 Lamps in this style had regularly been manufactured since

the end of the nineteenth century As source of light they were economical

efficient and decorative They did however have to be cleaned and refilled

wguhriy

Cheval glass

In fashion in the early nineteenth century the standing dressing glass or

cheval glass as it was called was precursor of the large rectangular wall-
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Fig lOt Drawing of proposed arrangement of Alice Munschs bedroom Room
203 second floor southwest bedroom
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Fig 107 left Walnut Victorian bed with tall scalloped headboard currently in

dowustairs rear bedroom Slateford farmhouse right Mid-Victorian bed

illustrated in Thomas Ormsbee American Victorian Furniture New York

Bonanza Books 1952 354
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4o es CHAMBER-SET TABLt OR STAND

bnglh iS inches wnlth inches

nil ilovetni kit Ci inwrs tat ltiin

Mohtttl Itase syith Sliel ilarlite or \Vood top

Walnut Imitation Mahogany or Quartered Oak

Fig 108 Chamber-set Table or Stand from Bardwell Anderson Co furniture

catalogue 1889-1890 illustrated in Dubrow Made in America 107
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mounted mirrors founded in many bedrooms and dressing rooms today Located

near Alice Munschs bed this cheval glass is currently in the possession of

Charlotte Jewell Fig 110

Bureau

Against the west wall of Alice Munschs bedroom was large Renaissance

Revival bureau 1875 which was very similar to the one now in Frank Munschs
bedroom Room 204 Fig 111 This bureau did not match the bed but may
have been roughly contemporary Use of this particular bureau would be

appropriate

Rocking chair

Also currently in the DEWA collection is blue/green rocking chair in the

northwest bedroom which is similar to one formerly in Alice Munschs bedroom
to the left of the fireplace Fig 112 Alices chair like the one now at Slateford

had reeded seat and back The existing chair could be repainted and used in

the Munsch bedroom equipped with cushions in flowered chintz or some other

fabric that was popular in the 1930s and 1940s

Carpet

On the floor was square area carpet of light brown with small patterned

flowers This could have been one of number of different floral carpets

available in the early twentieth century The O.W Richardson Co Catalogue

for 1914 for example featured Wilton velvet carpets and Century Gramatan and

Gobelin Axminster carpets each of which came in all-over designs both

geometric and floral Fig 113 114 Alices carpet did not have border

used carpet of this description would be preferable since it is likely that the

carpet in this room would have been already used when brought to Slateford

Candlesticks II

pair of brass candlesticks and brass crucifix stood on the mantle in

Alice Munschs bedroom devout Catholic Alice also had picture of the

Virgin Mary on her wall The candlesticks and crucifix are now owned by
Charlotte Jewell Fig 115
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Fig 110 Top standing mirror 1900 used in Alice Munschs bedroom and

now in the possession of Charlotte JeweIl Slateford Farm Photograph Jewel

1993 Bottom Cheval glass of golden quartered oak or genuine mahogany
illustrated in the Stickley-Brandt Furniture Co 4oue Binghamton NY 1902

in Dubrow Made in America 92
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Figs iii Renaissance Revival bureau American 1875 in upstairs northwest

bedroom Slateford farmhouse DEWA similar bureau was in Alice

Munschs bedroom Authors photograph 1992
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fig 111 Painted rocking chair with reeded seat and back American ca 1850-

19 in upstairs northwest bedroom Slateford farmhouse DEJWA
similar rocking chair sat to the left of the fireplace in Alice Munschs bedroom

Authors photograph 1992
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\t1JO \EI VET ARPET

Fig 113 Patterns for Wilton velvet carpets and Century Axminster carpets

available fran O.W Richardson Co 1914 Qjigue 52 Carpets of this

variety were available in 27 widths were sewn together and bound to make

roomsize carpets

vi iv
ii

RoU Lontains 45 Lineal Yards
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aiv knra
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Fig lit Patterns for Gramatan and Gobelin Axminster carpets available from

O.W Richardson Co 1914 çjo ue 53 Alice Munsch had carpet

with an all-over floral pattern in her bedroom at Slateford
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Fig 115 Brass candlesticks and crucifix formerly in Alice Munschs bedroom at

Slateford now in the possession of Charlotte Jewel Authors photograph 1992
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Trunk

To the right of the fireplace was flat top trunk used for storing blankets

Made of wood covered with canvas and mounted with heavy iron clamps trunks

of this style were abundant in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century

Fig 116 Possibly the Munsches brought this trunk with them from the city

using it for transporting clothing and other necessities for the summer

Overall decorating scheme

According to Charlotte Jewell Alice Munsch enjoyed decorating and often

spent the month of August freshening up one room or another in the house Her
favorite color was buff or beige so neutral tones predominated Her bedroom

curtains although of heavier fabric than those downstairs were described as

parchment-colored taffeta held open during the day with tiebacks While the

bedroom was predominantly painted it may have been wailpapered at some point

as well On every available surface were dresser scarves anti-macassars and

doilies popular accessory in the late Victorian era but somehat out-of-fashion

by the 1930s Fig 117 Like so many other furnishings at Slateford farm the

use of doilies reflects somewhat antiquated lifestyle

CONCLUSION

Slateford farmhouse when furnished according to this plan will offer

visitors glimpse of two different lifestyles separated by almost century In the

Pipher rooms they will be introduced to farm life in rural Pennsylvania during the

mid-nineteenth century through the household possessions family might have

possessed In the Munsch rooms they will learn about one family who spent their

vacations in this beautiful and remote resort area Many will be able to relate

their own experiences of choosing the simplicity of summer living in juxtaposition

to the normal complications of every day life The rest of the history of Slateford

Farm will be explained in exhibits in the hallway Through these different media

the full story of this one site will be told
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Canvas Covered Trunks

Na 21031
Ne 13 An tTnq uif in un tan Rn Spin

Trunk hr 41 ii Ii nfl ii it in
C0etIiitr huivv tuil ..flug II tic iiit In

Oji nuni Ihh nit Iii Iwcelwutel sI it nit Init

Otis hfllI% iiiih titti1 tI tIlt hi hi i\y ttiihhithIe
Irt tbntnt iinl htn tIlt

lurk fl but Ii $205
InCh %.f hI 325

Fig 116 Trunks sold by Sears and Roebuck Top Canvas covered trunk No
21631 Sears Roebuck Co 1897 252 Bottom Leader canvas

covered trunk No 33K1055 Sears Roebuck Co caio ue 1908 990

2S5 LEADER CANVAs
T4icen from
Photeh
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APPENDIX Samuel Piphers InventOlY 1812
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APPENDIX Frederick Piphers Inventory 1830
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APPENDIX Peter Piphers Inventory 1871

May 1871

Inventory and Appraisement of the goods and chattels rights and credits which

were of PEter Pipher late of Upper Mount Bethel Township at the time of his

death taken and made in conformity of the above disposition

Widows Furniture by Will

lBedBedding 1200

900
IBureau 500
lStandWashbowl 200
4Chairs 100

oIlcloth 250
Bed Bedding 00

lCookStovePipe 1600

lDiningtable 400

Cupboard Contents 00

6Chairs 500
lack 200

lClothpressContents 750
Corner Cupboard Contents 50

8Cbairs .600

ITablecover 600

Carpet 400
lStandcover 150

Picture frames 00

Desk Contents 00

lDcsk 200
IStand 75

iGun 200

Carpet 100

3Qairs 75

1SStovePipe 750
ITable 200
lTableCover 300
6Qairs 425

llookingGlass 150
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Frames 25

Waiter 25

Carpet
Contents of Cellar

Cookhouse furniture

Tubsc

$155
Personal Property

23331.71

Real Estate 2410.00

$25897.21
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APPENDIX Floor Covering Suppliers

from Rosenstiel and Winkler Floor Coverings
listed alphabetically and by specialty

listed below are floor covering suppliers presented both

alphabetically with complete information and by specialty

category Manu1cturers are indicated by represen
tatives and other suppliers by complete explana
Sn of the floor covering distribution system is provided
in the introduction page 37 As discussed there some
manufacturers produce as well as sell their products

directfr others sell through wholesalers representatives

or retailers To order any of the items presented in the

previous catalog listings contact the manufacturer or

representative indicated or your local interior designer

Complete information about each of the items ored by
these suppliers can be found under the

specialty category

presented in the catalogs Eve time periods Because the

use of floor covering types varied over the years not all

categories appear in all time periods

AGED WOODS 147 West Philadelphia Street York Pa
17403 800 233-9307 717 8434104 Antique wide-

width chestnut cypress fir oak pine and poplar floor

ing
AMERICAN OLW4 TILE COMPAN%t Box 271 Lana

dale Pa 19446.0271 215 855-1111 Hexagonal and

square ceramic tile

ARMSTRONG WORLD INDUSTRIES P.O Box 3001
Lancaster Pa 17604 717 397-0611 Contact local

suppliers only Resilient flooring

A.2-Z P.O Box 351389 5526 West Pico Boulevard Las

Angeles CaliL 90019 213 671.3115 Linoleum
BANGOR CORK COMPANY William and Streets Pen

2ad

SUPPLIERS

Argyl Pa 18072 215 863-9041 Battleship linoleum

BLOOMSBURG CARPETINDUSTRIES 919 Third Me
nue New York N.Y 10022 212 688-7447 Brussels

Wilton and Axminsrer carpets

BRAID-AID 466 Washington Street Pembroke Mass
02359 617 826-6091 Braided-rug supplies

BRINTONS LIMITED P.O Box 16 Exchange Street

lCiddertninster Worcesrershire DY1O lAG England

0562.82000 Floorcloth and ingrain adaptations

Brussels Wilton and Axminster carpets

IL BURROWS AND COMPANY P.O Box 418 Cathe

dral Station Boston Mass 02118 617 451-1982

Represents Woodward Grosvenor and Compan Pile

floordoth adaptations Brussels and Wilton carpets

CARLISLE RESTORATION LUMBER COMPANt Route

123 Stoddard N.H 03464 603 446-3937 Wide-

width oak and pine flooring

CARPETS OF WORTH Severn Valley Mills Stourport

on-Severn Worcestershire DY13 9H England

Stourport 4122 Axminster carpets

CAM QUINTAO 30 Rim Inns 341200 Lisbon Portu

gal 36-58-37 Needlepoint rugs
CASTLE BURLINGAME R.D Box 352 Basking

Ridge N.J 07920 201 647-3885 Antique wide

width white pine flooring 14
COLEFAX AND FOWI.ER 307 Merton Road London

SWL8 535 England 01474.6484 Ingrain adapta

tion Bruaaels apd Wlltnn carpera

COLONIAL WILLIAMSBURG FOUNDATION Colonial

Williamsburg Craft House Box CM Williamsburg

Va 23187 800 446-9240 804 220-7463 Corn husk

matting rag Venetian and Oriental rugs
CONGOLEUM CORPORATION 195 Belgrove Drive

Kearny N.J 07032 201 991-1000 Resilient flooring

asphalt tiles

COUNTRY BRAID HOUSE Clark Road R.F.D Box

29 Tilton N.H 03276603 286-4511 Braided rugs

COIJRISTAN 919 Third Avenue New York N.Y

10022 212 371.4200 Hooked and Oriental rugs

27

APPENDIX
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Sn
STUDIO Cushing and Company1

Kerieliunlcport Maine 04046-0351 207 967-3711
Honked-rug patterns and supplies

CAERE STOCKWEIL CARPETS 67a Great Tieclifleld

Street London W1P 7FL England 01.580-5935
Mnrt.d with Seockwell Riley Hoole Handeufted

aenflepoint and custom carpets 14
VEICRCUSHWA AND SONS P.O Box 160 Williams.

pots Md 2179 301 223-7700 Colonial brick

IfliE BE POORTERE Millers Road Warwick CV34

SAS England 0926-495136 Axminster carpets 14
IGNS IN TILE P.O Box 4983 Foster City CaliL

94404 415 571-7122 Hexagonal and
square ceramic

tic encaustic geometric and Victorian transfer tlle

FLOORING SYSTEMS Represented by Anderson

Donald and Associates 2750 Northaven Suite 120

DatasTex 75229 214 247-4955 Linoleum 14
IBE DOER MILL STORE Box 88 Guild N.H 03754

863-1197 Baixe floordoths 14
MMILY HEIR-LOOM WEAVERS LED Box 59E Red

Ens Pa 17356 717 246-2431 Ingrain carpets 14
ThE GAZEBO OF NEW YORL 660 Madison Avenue

New tk N.Y 10021 212 832.7077 Rag braided

andltoced rugs
AND COMPANY Salxburg Square Route 101

1cJen N.H 03031 603 6724490 Traditional

lowcloths 14
REYR4ALU4AN STUDIO 1322 West Broad Street

RAnwJ Va 23220 804 353-3738 Traditional

toaclochs stencilling and marbleixing

HU MINTED STENCILS Polstead Road Oxford

OQ 6TN England 0865.56072 Custom stenciling

14
HaNDWOVEN 6818 54th Avenue N.E Seattle

Wds 98115 206 524-9058 Rag rugs

HAJtS.flRKEIT Wood Flooring Division 383 East

M4fr Street Johnson City Tenn 37601.0300 615
9233122 Hardwood and parquet flooring 14

FEMOOM RUGS 28 Harlem Street Rumford LI
02916401 438-5672 Hooked-rug supplies

FERIWRUGS.R.D 1Box404LahaskaPa 18931

SUPPLIERS

215 794-7229 Rag rugs 14
IMPORT SPECIALISTS 82 Wall Street New York N.Y

10005 212 709.963 Matting rag flatwoven plaid

rugs

AND JOHNSON TILES Highgate Tile Works Tun

stall Stoke.on.Trent 5T6 4JX England 078245611

Encaustic and geometric tile 14
ThE JOINERY COMPANY P.O Box 518 Thrboro

N.C 27886 919 823-3306 Antique and remilled

wide.width yellow pine flooring 14
KARASThN BIGELOW P.O Box 3089 Greenville S.C

29602 803 299-2000 Oriental rugs including Colo

nial Williamsburg Reproductions 14
KENTII.E FLOORS 58 Second Avenue Brooklyn N.Y

11215 718 768.9500 Resilient flooring

KEr.mJocY WOOD FLOORS p.0 Box 33276 I.ouis

ville Ky 40232 502 451.6024 Hardwood parquet

flooring and borders

KEYSTONE FABRICATING Molasses Hill Road R.D

Lebanon Nj 08833 201 735-9150 DistrIbutes

Railroad Rugr
WILTON CARPET MILI.S 401 East Allegheny

Avenue Philadelphia Pa 19134 215 425-5833

Brussels and Wilton carpets 14
LACEY.CHAMPION CARPETS Box 216 Fairmount Ga

30139 404 337-5355 Custom handtufted carpets

14
LANGHORNE CARPET COMPANY Box 175 Penndel

Pa 19047-0824 215 757-5155 Pile ingrain adapts

rion Brussels and Wilton carpets 14
LESPERANCE TILEWORICS 240 Sheridan Avenue

Albany N.Y 12210 518 465-5586 Encaustic geo

metric and embossed glared tile lvi

HUGH MACKAY CARPET FACTORY P.O Box

Dragon Lane Durham City DHI 2RX England

0385-6444 Brussels and Wilton carpets 14
MANNINGTON MIU.S P.O Box 30 Salem NJ

08079 609935.3000 Linoleum lvi

MIU.IKEN CONTRACT CARPETING P.O Box 2956 La

Grange Ga 30241 404 883.5511 Fboorcloth adapts

tioiç
tufted carpets 14

EDWARD MOLINA DESIGNS 196 Selleck Street Stam
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9WPU

krJ Conn 06902 203 967-9445 Brussels WilmaJ
aadAnninster

carpets

ICRAVIAN POITERY AND TILE WORKS SwampPS Doylestown Pa 18901 215 345-6722 Geo.tJ
wric mosaic and embossed tile 14

1CNThIN WMBER COMPANI Route Box 43-1
tsanvllle Va 22968 804 985-3646 Antique wide

flooring hardwood flooring and parquet fq

IMBS.ONEIL STUDIO AND FOUNDATION 177 East
tiE Street New York N.Y 10028 212 348-4464
tat....lfloorc1oths and stencilling 14

PaiuN FlYNN AND MARTIN 950 Third AvenueWe Vark N.Y 10022 212 751.6414 Pile floor

qTo and ingrain adaptations needlepoint Brussels
fan and custom tufted

carpets
PW ncmucrS COMPANIt P.O Box 321 Springfield

Pa 19064 215 328-4950 Forbo linoleum It
PE88 IMPORTED RUGS 3028 North Lincoln Ave

saeOicago 111.60657800621-6573 Rag hooked
OStS and Chinese rugs It

PSIAQUID FLOORCLOTHS BY KATHLEEN MACIC
turd Pond Maine 04564 207 529-5633 Tradi

tan fleorcloths 14
PWSNIUEIt Box 458 776 East Walker Road Great

PaTh Va 22066 703 450-7150 Rag and hooked

mga.M
Ranar atx WOOLEN MILL 5802 State Route 39140-
Laknj Ohio 44654 216 674-2103 .Rag and

fraid rugs 14
RJS BROTHERS 919 Third Avenue New York
Wi 111022 212 421-1050 Represents Axminster

Caqtts Limited Axminster
carpetsRE CARPETS 979 Third Avenue New York

at 10022 212 421-7272 Rag rugs needlepoint
Thurseb and Wilton carpets

TN ISJIMBNG ROONL 10 Sawmill Drive Westford
Plan 01886 617 692-8600 Custom hooked rugs

patnem and supplies 14
SAXC1W CARPET COMPANY 979 Third Avenue New
tel N.Y 10022 212755.7100 Needlepoint Brus
slsWon and Axminster carpets

20

SUPPLIERS

SCALAMANDR 950 Third Avenue New York N.Y

10022 212 980-3888 Ingrain needlepoint Brussels

Wikon and custom hsndtufted carpets 14
SCHUMACHER AND COMPANI 939 Third Avenue

New York N.Y 10022 212 415-3900 Braided rugs

needlepoint handtufted and custom carpets

SPECIAL EFFECTS BY SUE 8113 Oakbrook Lane SW
Thcoma Wash 98498 206 582-7821 Traditional

floordoths

JAN05 SPITZER FLOORING COMPANY 44 West

22nd Stree New York N.Y 10010 212 627-1818

Hardwood parquet borders 14
STARK CARPET CORPORATION 979 Third Avenue

New York N.Y 10022 212 752-9000 Matting rag

rugs needlepoint Brussels Wihon and custom tufted

carpets

CHARLES STOCKNSOSKE 2400 Market Street Phil

adelphia Pa 19103 215 568-3448 Axininster and

handtufted carpets

STURBRIDGE YANKEE WORKSHOP Blueberry Road

Westbrook Maine 04092 800 343-1144 Rag and

braided rugs
SUNFLOWER STUDIO Constance L.a Lena 2851 Road

Bh Grand Junction Cob 81501 303 242-3883

Baize floorcloths ingrain Jerga and Venetian rugs

1v
SUSANS INTERIORS 108 North Park Marshall Mich

49068 616 781-7777 Distributes Honolulu House

Carpet It

TARICETt Resilient Flooring Division Harris-Tarkett

P.O Box 264 Parsippany NJ 07504 201 428-

9000 Resilient flooring 14
TERRA DESIGNS 241 East Blackwell Street Dover

NJ 07801 201 539-2999 Solid-colored pictorial

mosaic tile 14
1OMKINSONS CARPETS P.O Box 11 Kidderminster

Worcestershire DYIO 2JR England 0562-745771
Axminster carpets

ERNEST TREGANOWAN 306 East 61st Street New

York N.Y 10021 212 755-1050 Matting

US AXMINSTER P.O Box 877 East Union Extended

Greenville Miss 38702-0877 601 332-1581 Pile

261
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SUPPLIERS BY CATEGORY

SUPPLIERS BY
CATEGORY

neeepcinrdaptations Asininster carpets lv
VINThEZIJIWER AND CONSTRUCTION COMPANt

9507 Woaboro Road Frederick Md 21701 30178W Athque standard and random.width dest
tzit5tesnl flooring3 new cherry maple oak
pinpcplnand walnut flooring

YSDfl 155 East 56th Street New York N.Y 10022

p12 Ma-WO Custom handruhed carpets lvi

SVENY APPLE GROWERS Common Road

Aldt8erdms Suffolk NRJ4 OBL England AUthy
050.274 Matting

WEAVEE UNlIMITED P.O Box 485 Burlingtont
Wed S8D30485 206 988-2906 Rag rugs lvi

EVElYN %VOIL 7738 10th Avenue N.W Seattle

WIsIL98U7 206 784-6902 Hooked rugs lvi

ThOS IL OODARD AMERICAN ANTIQUES AND -ñ

QUIllS 813 Madison Avenue New York N.Y
10021 212 988-2906 Rag Venetian and checked

Fe nmjJnr hkrmation including addresses telephone

nmrsanlspcialdn see prethus 5flfl listing

WOcnB.OORING

AGED
CAIWRIE flSIORATION LUMBER COMPANY
CASUERIMWGMAE

ThEJOINSYOIANY
XENUCKflOOD FLOORS

I8XWflWMBER COMPANY

jRNflhrLER FLOORING COMPANY
VINIMZ WMBER AND CONSTRUCTION COMPANY

aB.ooRING
VICICRCI$HWA AND SONS

ThE FlOODING

AManMWAN TiLE COMPANY

DEWGNSJNIZE

IIANDRJOI4SON TILES

CTILEW0RKS

MORAVIAN POTTERY AND TILE WORKS

TERRA DESIGNS

RESIlIENT FLOORING

ARMSTRONG WORLD INDUSTRIES

A4-Z
BANGOR CORK COMPANY

CONGOLEUM CORPORATION

DLW FLOORING3YSTEMS

KENTILE FLOORS

MANNINGION MILLS

PED PRODUCTS COMPANY

TARKETT
MATTING

COLONIAL WILLIAMSBURG FOUNDATION

IMPORT SPECIAI.ISTS

STARK CARPET CORPORATION

ERNEST TREGANOWAN

WAVENY APPLE GROWERS

FLOORCLOTHS AND STENCILLING

BRINTONS LIMITED

J.R BURROWS AND COMPANY

GOOD AND COMPANY

GRIGSBYIHAU.MAN STUDIO

HAND PAINTED STENCILS

ISABEL ONEIL STUDIO AND FOUNDATION

PEMAQUID FLOORCLOTHS

SPECIAL EFFECTS BY SUE

FLOORCLOTHS BAIZE

ThE DORR MIII STORE

SCALAMANDR
SUNFLOWER STUDIO

RAG BRAIDED AND HOOKED RUGS

BRAID-AID

COLONIAL WILLIAMSBURG FOUNDATION

COUNTRY BRAID HOUSE

COURISTAN
CRAFTSMAN STUDIO
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SUPPUE BY CATEGORY

THEGABO OF NEW YORK
HAWOV
HSRWCM RUGS
HIUGS RUGS
flDflrWRU
PrarY
RAb it ThU WOOlEN MILL

RLWORECARPEIS
ThE BUGliNG ROOM
FSNUMAOIER AND COMPANY

SThRKCARPET CORPORATION

STURIDGE t%NKEE WORKSHOP
WEAVUNLUaTED
EVEINN WOOD
TIKS WOODARD

FLEWOVEN CARPET
INGRaJERGA AND VENETIAN

BWtSJRG cARPET INDUSTRIES

caaxAND FOMfl
aQNIAL WILLIAMSBURG FOUNDATION
Piflif HEWWOM WEAWRS
LtWIIIDNCARPETMIUS
tANGIORNECARPEflOMPANY

cONTRACT CARPETING

PMTON FLYNN AND MARTIN

sAtYcARPErcoMpApw
SCALAMANDRE

SLXaDWERrrUDIO
TICS LWOODARD

NmXEPOINE AND EMBROIDERED RUGS

CASAQUINIAO

PMa FLYNN AND MARTINRRE CARPETS

SAXONYCARPET COMPANY
WALAMANDRE

XIUJMAOIER AND COMPANY
SMRKCARPET CORPORATION

USANMINSTER

PILE CARPETS

BLOOMSBURG caPET INDUSTRIES

BRINTONS LIMITED

IL BURROWS AND COMPANY

CARPETS OF WORTh
COLEMX AND FOWLER

CRAIGIE SWCKWEU CARPETS

LOUIS DE POORTERE

KEYS1ONE FABkICATING

LV WILTON CARPET MILLS

LACEY.CHAMPION CARPETS

IANGHORNE CARPET COMPANY

HUGH MACKAY

MII.LIICEN CONTRACT CARPETING

EDWARD MOLINA DESIGNS

PAnERSON FLYNN AND MARTIN

ROBBINS BROThERS

ROSECORE CARPETS

SAXONY CARPET COMPANY

SCALAMANDR
SCHUMACHER AND COMPANY

STARK CARPET CORPORATION

CHARLES IL STOCKIVSOSKE

SUSANS INTERIORS

TOMXINSONS CARPETS

U.S AXMINSTER

ORIENTAL RUGS

COI.ONIALWIU.IAMSBIG FOUNDATION

COURISTAN
KARASTAN BIGELOW

PEERLESS IMPORTED RUGS

SUPPUERS BY CATEGORY
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